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GVSU Board of
Trustees receives
two new members

Opium's effect
on China's
rise, fall to be
examined at GV

Gov. Jennifer Granholm appoints Shelley E.
Pacinos, Michael D. Thomas to the university’s
board as it undergoes some changes
By Leslie Perales
GVl News Editor

Gov. Jennifer Granholm appointed two
new members to the Grand Valley Stale
University Board of Trustees last week.
Shelley E Padnos, executive vice

By Caitlin Kelly
GVL Staff Writer
Courttty Photo t Ntwi and Information
New faces: Shelley E Padnos and Michael 0 Thomas were appointed by the governor to the Grand

president and chief administrative officer
of Louis Padnos Iron and Metal Company,
and Michael D. Thomas, prosecuting
attorney for Saginaw County, were selected
to join. The two replaced Jose A Infante Jr.
and Jessie F. Dalman. whose terms on the
board expired

Valley State University Board of Trustees

The Board of Trustees oversees general
supervision of the university, often being
the final say in public policy decisions.
President Thomas J. Haas said he is
pleased with Granholm’s selections.

“As far as Shelley Padnos is concerned. I
couldn’t think of anyone better locally than
she." Haas said. “She has. with her family,
very strong connections to the university as
See Board, A2

Searching beyond state support

GVl l Jennifer Webber
Seeking space: Dear of University Libraries Lee Van Orsdel has begun dicussions with President Thomas J Haas and GVSU students about funding an improved library facility without help from the
state The Zumberge Library underwent some updates m summer 2006. including the addition of study areas on the mam level, but administrators look to build a new facility.

Vetoed bill for
funding leaves GVSU
administrators trying to
fund library other ways
By Rachael Williams
GVL Assistant News Editor

After being denied state aid by Gov.
Jennifer Granholm. Grand Valley State
University administrators are looking
elsewhere in hopes of funding a new
campus library.

President Thomas J. Haas. Dean of
University Libraries Lee Van Orsdel
and other GVSU administrators are now
exploring alternative avenues for the
project’s fund-raising
"Grand Valley is actively researching
options, whether or not to begin raising
funds on our own for a new library,” Van
Orsdel said. “It’s my responsibility to listen
to all of the stakeholders* — students, staff
and faculty — wants and needs.”
She said she hopes to conduct focus
groups that engage students in active
conversation and participation to help
develop the proposed library project
Sophomore Student Senator Jeanine

Anderson is a member of the Library
Planning Committee and acts as a voice for
the student body.
Anderson
said
she
randomly
administered about 100 surveys in March
to students on campus. The survey asked
what students wanted to see in a new library,
what was missing from the current library
and whether or not the library adequately
met their academic needs.
Most of the surveys were returned
with negative feedback, stating that more
computers with multimedia programs were
needed, along with additional study areas,
an updated book catalog and new print
material for research. Anderson said.

Student Senate will host a luncheon far
students to meet and discuss their ideas for
the new library, she added.
"There have been forums in the past
that have been similar, but the attendance
was low.” Anderson said. “We hope to
generate enough students to get a solid
overall opinion of what the needs are for
the library.”
The project will cost an estimated $50
million, but Van Orsdel stressed that the
number is speculative.
Haas said the university has yet to make
a final decision on the project’s details and
See Library, A2

By Erik Westlund

Gov. Jennifer Granholm announced Friday the signing
of a gaming compact that assures state and local govern
ments a share of revenues if a proposed casino is built in
Wayland Township

(<M>my feKrto . (hot Lake Trtb*
Presenting |

The Gun Lake Tntoe looks to buM

j

casino.

The Match-EBe-Nash-She-Wish Band of the Pottawatomi Indian Tribe, better known as the Gun Lake Tribe,
entered into a tribal stale Class ID gaming compact that
also stipulates regulatory guidelines
The casino would create 1.800 direct jobs with an av
erage annual compensation package of $40BOO. another
3,100 indirect jobs in health care, construction, legal sup
port and other industries, said tribe spokesman James
Nye.
The casino would also lead to more than $20 million in
annual purchases of goods and services from West Michi
gan businesses, he added
’This casino will positively impact every single Michi
gan citizen.” Nye said. ’The benefits will be felt through
out the state ”
The agreement marks a significant step toward the
tribe's six-year effort to establish its first casino, but the
stale legislature and the federal government must approve
the compact
Michigan Gaming Opposition lost a February lawsuit

See Addiction, A2
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Indian casino proposed for Wayland Township
GVL Assistant News Editor

Opium and the historical impact ii
had on China will be examined Frida)
at Grand Valley State University.
Alan Baumler. a professor from
Indiana University of Pennsylvania, wili
visit GVSU to enlighten students on the
effect it has on modem-day China.
"Opium was seen as being central tc
China's problems both by the Chinese
and by foreigners,” Baumler said.
The presentation will explain how
the Chinese came to understand the
problem of opium and how they deal
with it, he said.
"(Opium) dramatically reshapec
Chinese history.” said Patrick Shan
a GVSU professor who specialize?
in Chinese history. There was a wai
fought in China from 1840 to 1842
called the Opium War. It is seen as the
beginning of modem China.”
Shan first met Baumler at t
conference in Vienna. Austria severa
years ago. Shan said Baumler is a rising
star in America’s Chinese studies, with
a great deal of knowledge about China'?
history.
"Most Chinese history textbook?
begin China's modem period in 1835
with the First Opium War." Baumlei
said. “(Textbooks) portray Lin Zexu, the
Chinese official who started the war by
seizing and destroying the British opium
as China's first modem national hero.”
Lin Zexu did not view opium as ar
addiction the same way that modem day
people do. Baumler added.
Shan said students who attend the
lecture will learn about the dangers ol
drugs.
“I hope GVSU students will lean
about modem China by focusing on ont
drug," Shan said “lb see how impottam
the drug was. how harmful the drug was
If Americans take that same path, it wil
ruin American civilization.”
Although the information presentee
in the lecture will not relate directly tc
the United States, much mformatior
will be indirectly related. Baumler said.
“Dealing with opium involved
figuring out what was to be expectec
of Chinese citizens, teaching them how
they should behave and forcing them tc
behave when they did not,” Baumlei
said. “Although many of the method?
used by Chinese governments are noi
acceptable in the U.S. today, the bask
issues of what a citizen is and what the
state can expect them to do are still very
important."

to prevent the government from taking 147 acres of land
into trust for the casino, but was granted a stay pending
appeaL
Nye said it is certain of a ruling in its favor because the
same issues have been brought before the court before
“This is a decisive victory for the tribe." he said. “De
spite that. (Michigan Gaming Opposition) chose to further
delay economic growth in Michigan. The tribe is certain it
is going to win the lawsuit an appeal."
Granholm urged the legislature to approve the compact
in a letter addressed to state House Speaker Andy DUlon
and Senate Majority Leader Mike Bishop The current
compact provides more favorable terms than a 2002 pro
posal she declined to sign. Granholm said in the letter.
T believe that legislative approval of this proposed
compact serves the best interests of the public" she said.
"Gun Lake has won a decisive victory in the federal courts
and trust status for its land now appears to be imminent
— more a matter of weeks or months rather than years
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Literary Edition
Winners:
Poetry: Michele Potgeter
Prote: Cindy Craze
Short Story: Lindsey Drager
Photography: Matthew Votght
Illustration: Tim Ofaphant
Art and Daslgn: Ian VanderhA
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4-DAY FORECAST
THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

Mostly cloudy

Partly Cloudy

Few Snow Showers

Partly cloudy

High 42° Low: 27*

High 41* Low: 26°

High 35* low 27*

High: 39° Low: 55*
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THURSDAY,

Mar 15

■ Al day event Dnney MBrnthp
oeportunay at t» L/ttwf Crrter Ord
RMr Room
■Few Most Ttorti iasttf (2005).
thowng at 10 am. 2 p m. 7 pm and
10 pm at *» fcrthof Onto

Moving at t* Krttaf Cantor Room
215/216

■ 5 pm—Greek Ur Sene* at t»
KethofCxriwGand freer Room

■ 1 to 4 pm — Laufanre Senes
UtoRto PnducMy at •» ureter*
Gubioom 107C OMta

■ 6 to 7 pm — 12-5top Recovery
Mrelng «fte (Mk Otftand Buttng,
Aptn

■ 3 to4pm — 125topRacow»y
Maamg at t* (HA OMtand 8uttr^
HU 41

■ 11 to 1150am —Doe tty tab
H*> or Hndtr intfgernA CiAms? at
(he Cook-GeWfl Cenlr

■ 4 to 7 pm — befsci tout Degree
The Sk* 6 E*»nences ttUd by feta*
Emptopri M fte looiemow Auiflanum

•noonto 1pm — Kmp fit. Keep

FRIDAY,

SATURDAY,

Mar 16

Mar 17

■ 7 pm — Power leamng Study
Smadv Not Haste at tv Nemeyer
LMnq Cento
■ 8 to 10 pm — Tforrtone Stdo
Concert at fte Momsng Mi Carter
1325

SUNDAY,

■ 8 am to 4 pm — Mktegan
HMory Day Report* cartel at fte
iGrkhof Canto

■ Free Movie 'BabaT(200O.
showing at 10 am., 2 pm.. 7 pm
and 10 pm at the fcrtdhof Canto

■ 7 p m to 1 a m. — ISUI
Tumbeo TropnaT ^Annual Dinner
6 Dance at lha Kakhof Canto Grand
Rarer Room

■noon — CA/SU Women's Rugby
vs. Farm Stale at Alendale Mridfe
School

■ noon to 6 p m — Badminton
tournament at the FH Rac Canto,
South gym

■ 5 to 6 pm — 12-Slap Recovery
Meeting at the GVA Oakland Buttng.
Apl 81

■5 to6pm—12-Stop
Recovery Meeting at the GVA
Oakland Buddtog, Apt #1

■6 to 7 pm. — Colege-Age
WorsNp 'authentic' at UgNhoute
Cbmmurvty Church

■ 7 to 8 pm — Fvesrde Chat
about Menial Health at Copeland
Living Cento

■ 8 to 10 p.m. — LAmor Mamaro
(Sadors' Lora) at the PRC 1600

Board
continued from poge At

well as West Michigan, and 1
think she's gomg to add quae a ba of
experience and a desire to continue
her service to the university "
Thomas said he kxiks forward to
serving the GVSU community
T have a lot of respect and
admiration for Grand Valley Stale
University because my daughter
goes there, and I've been introduced
to it that way." he said. "That, and
watching Grand Valley beat Saginaw
Valley too many times."
With these appointments, the
Board of Trustees has become
more Democratic, as Padnos and
Thomas replace members appointed
by former Republican Gov. John
Eaglet
Thomas said polkics will not be
a part of his presence on the hoard
"I don't think publics has much, if
anything, to do with an appointment
to a university hoard or the control of

Mar 18

■ 11 a m to noon — SOfiS at the
kirthof Canto RM 104

■ 8 to 10 pm — Ada facuty
Sarin at the Van Softama Recital
Hal. PAC

methods of generating matey
Regardless of the decision,
some fund-raising will be needed
for what I'd caU. the library oithe
future. " he said. ‘The library is my
No. I pnerty when a comes to the
needs for campus."
The
Michigan
Legislature
presented a capital outlay bdl to
the governor in December 2006.
said James Moyer, assistant vkx
president for Faahties Planning
The bill included funding for
a library structure on GVSU's
Allendale Campus, but because
of the stale's current financial
cundftmn. Granholm vetoed «.
Weeks after the governor
delivered her Stale of the Stale
address m January, she announced
she would nut support any capital

OTTAWA CREEK APARTMENTS

Casino
continued from page A1

away.**
John Helmholdt. spokesman
for the antt-gaming group 23 It
Enough called the compact pre
mature and inferior.
“The Governor has left hun
dreds of millions of dollars on
the table with such a weak and
premature contract.” he said.
“Michigan tribal gaming is a bil
lion dollar a year industry and she
is asking only one tribe to pay a
small portion of slot machine

Amenities

Addiction
continued from page A1

ious 1 & 2 bedroom apt
ntral air
:oin-op laundry
minutes from GVSU
l * walkout balcony
I - dishwasher
I - large closet space
l> basketball court

Monthly Rent
as low as

www.ottawacreek.com

Baumler's interest in the
effect opium had on Chinese
history and culture began after
he noticed its importance
“1 first became interested in the
issue of opium in China because
the issue was so important to the
Chinese.M Baumler said. “I've
always been interested in China,
and the struggles the Chinese
people have gone through in the
last few centuries.“
Baumler earned his doctorate

616.453.9190

expenditure*, including higher
education, until the Single Busmen*
Tax Act wm replaced
Granholm'*
decision
still
stands
Van Orsdel said if GVSU
begin* fund-raising. it will receive
monetary contribution* in a way
(tut may still require stale funding
If the Michigan Legislature decides
to give money, the university will
still benefit If the stale remains as a
stands now, GVSU will toll be able
push through to meet all financial
costs, she said.
“We don't lose anything by
raising money,” Van Orsdel said.
The pressure to build a new
library ha* been around far about a
decade, she added.
"It's
a
combination
of
growing enrollment and growing
technology.'' Van Ondel explained

The Zumberge Library, bull m
the I960*, was ungmatty designed
for a capacity of about SjOOO
students, she said. Now wah almost
five tune* that amount of students
enrolled, university official* are
hoping to respond quickly to the
mounting pressure
"We have a faculty committee
that discusses dreams and ideas fur
the new library,” Van Orsdel said.
"We hope to build a shared vision."
Van Ondel said her note in the
proposed project is to coordinate
the setting division aspect of the
development, while the faciltoe*
portion of the building is under the
supervision of Moyer
Student Senate’s luncheon will
be on March 26 at noon in the Pert
Marquette Room of the Kirkhof
Center. The event is bee and all
students are encouraged to attend

trustees." he said
In addition to overseeing new
projects. Padnos said she anticipates
learning about new topics a*Mx:ialed
with the university
"Although 1 have been active
in tome aspects of GVSU over
the past 15 yean. I have not had a
great deal of exposure to issues that
will be coming hefore the board.”
Padnos said. ‘1 have a great deal to
team and am kxjkrng forward to that
education.”
Thomas said he also looks
forward In learning more about the
university He wcvked previously
with Lucille Taylor, acting hoard
chair, m the stale's criminal justice
system.
A graduate of Rutgers University
School of Law. he has served as the
prosecuting attorney in Saginaw
County since 1989 Prior to I989.be
managed a private law practice.
Padnos earned a hachr lor's degree
from Michigan Stale University and a
law degree from Thomas M Cooley

Law School She previously served
an the Grand Valley University
Foundation Board
“In general. I would say that I
am interested in helping GVSU
urtmue to bring high quabty cart
effective education opportunities to
the citizens of the Stole of Michigan."
Padnos said. “I am also interested m
helping to promote diversity... within
the confines of Michigan law."
Padnos and Thomas' terms will
expire m 2014
In addition to these appointments,
the board will see another change
Donna K. Brooks, former chair,
has announced she is stepping down
from her position but will remain a
member on the board. Brook* cried
family consideration* in her decision
to step down. Taylor will serve as
chair until board officers are elected
at the annual meeting in July.
Brooks, appointed to the bound
in 1993 and re appointed in 2001.
served as the head of the presidential
search committee in 2001 and 2006.

revenue. Meanwhile, the com
mercial casinos in Detroit pay 24
percent of all gaming revenue ”
The tribe would pay between
eight and 12 percent of gross slot
machine revenue, on a sliding
scale, to the state, and additional
two percent to local government,
Nye said.
The first full year of operation
would net the state government
between $8 and $12 million in
addition to $3 million to the local
government, he said. Shared rev
enue would benefit schools with

new computers, textbooks and
after school programs in addition
to infrastructure improvements
in Allegan County, he added
Grand Valley State University
senior Zach Miller, who lives
about 10 minutes from the pro
posed casino site, said many lo
cal residents are not in favor of
the compact.
“Its not the kind of growth
people want to sec in that area.”
he said. "There goes a lot of the
farmland that is already rapidly
disappearing."

in history from the University of
Illinois. He published two books.
"Modem China and Opium: A
Reader" and “Worse than Floods
and Wild Beasts: The Chinese
and Opium under the Republic."
in addition to several articles and
reviews.
He also gave lectures on
various aspects that relate to
Chinese culture and history, such
as opium and religion, at several

universities.
teaches
history
Baumler
at
Indiana
University
of
Pennsylvania. His classes focus
on early China, modem China,
modem Japan and history of
eastern Asia.
The event is sponsored by the
East Asian Studies Program but
was coordinated by Shan. It will
take place from 2 to 4 p.m. in
Manitou Hall Room 123.
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Area prepares for St. ,
Patrick's Day festivities

GVL DIGEST
News in Brief
New director named to GVSU
disease treatment partnership

By GVL Staff

ClmXus recently hired John
Start at iu new dinxto w
CbnXut it a purtnership
treated latt year by Van Andel
Research Irantulr. Spectrum
Health. Stale Maryi Health
Care. Jasper Clmical Research A
Uevek^ment inc. oi Kalamazoo,
phytutam' group Grand Valley
Internal Medicine Specialist* and
Grand Valley State University
Stark was recently hired to
lead the mm profit organization
partnership between the cualitmn
of West Michigan hospitals and
researchers
Stark, who has a bachekv’s
degree in biomedical science from
Wertem Michigan University
and a master's in bvanedical
engineering from An/ona State
Univenuty. will ummhute in
helping pull together the regxm’i
pharmaceutical and medical
device companies with iu research
and health care (vgani/atiun*
The partnership hopes to
increase efficiency in accessing
clmical trials and applying
research results to the treatment of
diseases.
Writers Scries hosts University
of California professor, author
Joe Wrnderoth will take port
in Grand Valley Stale University’s
Visiting Writers Series on Monday
at 7 p.m. in the Alumni House on
the Allendale Campus
Wendemth.
an
asMKTalc
professor of English and teacher
in the graduate Creative Writing
Program at the University of
California. Davis, will read
excerpts from his various works
as port of his lecture
He is the author of essays, the
poetry collections "Disfortune"
and “It is as if I Speak" and the
novel. "Letters to Wendy's.”
“LeOmu >Wendy published
in 2000, traces a year in the life and
thoughts of an unnamed narrator
who is obsessed with the fast-fixxl
franchise's Biggies and Frosties.
The novel also covers issues in
consumerism, pornography and
mortality
Students can 'eat fresh' in the
morning
Campus Dining is now serving
breakfast through the Subway
located in the Lower Commons
Building.
A trial run. which began
Monday, offers Grand Valley
State University students the
opportunity to get breakfast on the
go starting at 9 am
The small menu consists of
breakfast sandwiches and naming
beverages Campus Dining said
the Subway menu is not limited
to breakfast items between 9 and
11 am Sub sandwiches will still
he available for purchase in the
morning.
If the trial run is successful,
cups of cereal and milk may also
he added to the menu.
The new option is only offered
at the Subway locabon in the
Lower Commons Building
Harvard professor, Jamaica
slavery expert to speak as part
of Remembering tne Crossings
With a background
in
Jamaican slavery, firmer special
adviser to Jamaica’s Prime
Minister Orlando Patterson will
speak at "Consequences of the
Middle Passage in the U.S and
Caribbean’’
The free event will hr in
the Lnoaemtve Auditorium on
GVSU’s FVw Campus March 23
at 7 p.m.

GVl

Archwt / Kyt* A. Hudr<;

Swirling and twirling: Grand Valley students dance at Latino Student Union's Baile En El Barno 'Dance m the Hood' in the
Kirk hot Center's Grand River Room last year Students also enjoyed a free dinner provided before the dance began

Tropics to take over

The annual celebration of
Irish cheer, green beer and
leprechauns takes place Saturday
In celebration. Grand Rapidlam
will attempt to pack the holiday
from morning to night with Irish
music, dance, dnnk and food.
A multitude of restaurants,
pubs and bars will feature Irish
cuisine for early risen, including
“Kegs and Eggs" al Mcf addcn s
with WGRD and Guinness as
sponsors Flanagan's, the Black
Rose and OTooie'i will also
open their doura early.
For the health enthusiast, the
24th Annual Spectrum Health
Irish Jig 5k race will begin at 9
am., starting from the East Grand
Rapids High School Gym. 2211
Lake Drive S.E in East Grand
Rapids
The event promote* awarenevs
for colon cancer and will feature
king sleeved shirts for all
participants, awards in multiple
age groups and prize money for
top finishers
The Grand Rapids St. Patrick's
Parade will begin at noon and
will follow a new mute this year.
Staging akmg the intersection of
Lyon Street and Monroe Street,
the parade will proceed down
l>ivision Avenue to Fulton Street
and head east toward Park Street
and Ransom Street.
National Anthems, prayer and
music will folkiw the pnx.'esskm
at the First United Methodist
Church on Ransom Street.
The parade is sponsored by the

Latino Student
Union bi-annual
event to have
‘Tumbao Tropical’
theme
By Leslie Perales
GVJ. Newt b'ditor

Students can get a taste of
the tropics at this semester’s
Latino Student Union dinner
and dance Friday.
The
evening's
events,
themed "Tumbao Tropical,"
will
begin
with
a
free
Salvadorian dinner.
"Last semester we went with
an urban theme." said LSU
President Amanda Miralrio.
"This semester we
were
brainstorming and somehow
we came up with the rain
forests of Central America, so
as a result we're going to have
Salvadorian food and kind
of try to get (he tropical rain
forest feel in there.”
The dinner menu will
include chicken, beef, beans,
rice and horchata. a sweet rice
milk.
The group began planning
for the event at the beginning
of ihc winter semester. While
members had the formula
down, they still were faced
with figuring out what theme,
music, food and decor to use.
Miralrio said.
Last semester's event had
a good turnout, she said.
Throughout the night more
than 200 people attended the
event, she added.

"We had food for 250 people
and it was almost all gone, so
either we ate a lot or that many
people came,” Miralrio said.
This semester LSU is
changing theevening's program
to bring extra entertainment to
those who attend.
“La Tertulia is bringing
in a salsa teacher so we're
going to have salsa lessons
to accompany (the dance),”
Miralrio said.
DJ Tony Banks, of Azucar
Nile Club, will play salsa,
bachata. merengue, reggaeton
and hip hop.
Tropical attire and good
dancing shoes are highly
encouraged. Miralrio said.
"This is just going to be a
fun way for people to come
together and either experience
something
they’ve
never
experienced before." Miralrio
said. "This is aspects of their
culture, aspects of who they
are. so having a place to do
that is really enjoyable.”
The dinner begins at 7 p.m.
with the free salsa lessons
starting at 8 p.m. The dance
will last from 9 p m. to I a.m.
and take place in the Grand
River Room of the Kirkhof
Center.
The event is co-sponsored
by La Tertulia and the
Independent Greek Council.
La
Tertulia
has
been
involved in the past but has
never before offered salsa
lessons. Miralrio said.
Independent Greek Council
often co-sponsors LSU events.
Miralrio said they have been
helpful with publicity of the

employees to the company.
Mill Steel typically gives
two Supplier of the Year
awards, one to a steel supplier
and one to a non-steel supplier.
Presently, 17 of Mill Steel’s
41 employees are GVSU
graduates.
University President Thomas
J. Haas will accept the award
at an 11:30 a m. ceremony in

GVL Atiistant k'ditor

event and also during the set
up process.
Students
will
be
able
to collect "S” stickers for
the SI.000 Do Something'
drawing.

Byrne Electrical Specialists and
Ancient Order of Hibernians and
will feature 61st District Court
Judge Patrick Bowler as Grand
Marshal and Tricia Slanc. a native
of Belfast. Northern Ireland as the
2007 Spirit of Ireland.
The Hybemians will continue
their celebration at Quinn and
Tuitcs Irish Pub at 1535 Plainfield
St. NE.
Entertainment will include the
Conklin Ceili Band. Tinker's Tea,
Craic Wisely and Aldan Ward of
Galway. Ireland.
"The pub is the only authentic
Irish pub in the city.” said
Ed Kettle, a member of the
Hybemians
St. Patrick's Day came to being
in 1737, when Irish immigrants in
the United States began observing
the holiday in Boston, according
to Hlstory.com.
It has long been storied that
St. Patrick stood atop mount
Croagh Patrick and banished all
the snakes from Ireland

Mill Steel to give GVSU award
By Brandon Hubbard

LSU dinner, dance

i had Oi S*ft*4*t1o

GVl

Luck o' the Irish (vents include Irish
cuisine, parades and entertainment.

Grand
Valley
State
University will receive a unique
and unprecedented honor for
a university today when it is
dubbed Supplier of the Year.
The Mill Steel company
of Grand Rapids will award
the institution for its efforts in
supplying adept interns and

See Mill Steel, A7
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EDITORIAL CARTOON

Filling their shoes
As Grand Valley State University’s Board
of Trustees bids farewell to two members
and its chair steps down, new appointees
and interims must work to uphold the
excellence and commitment demonstrated
by their predecessors.
With an expanding campus and increased enrollment,
the Board of Trustees has done well this academic year to
enhance GVSU’s reputation and market the school on a
national scale.
In addition to welcoming 3,632 freshmen in the fall, board
members approved plans for new campus housing projects
and building expansions, while also finding a suitable
successor for former President Mark Murray.
However, as appointees Shelley E. Padnos and Michael
D. Thomas step in to replace Jessie F. Dalman and Jose A.
Infante Jr., and Vice Chair Lucille Taylor takes over for
former Chair Donna Brooks, they must work to meet the
standards their predecessors set for the group and university.
This can be done by obtaining a good knowledge of the
school and its surrounding area, paying attention to students’
needs, presenting a range of ideas and improving the quality
of all GVSU campus locations.
Members should also focus on the management of student
enrollment. As numbers rise, leaders must be selective in who
they accept and continue to accommodate the growth with
adequate housing and campus involvement options.
By acknowledging past accomplishments, generating ideas
and setting goals for the future, new and returning board
members can maintain the excellence and achievements set
forth by those before them.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR---------------------------------

GW /1 Mot Stent

YOUR INSIGHTS

Are you in favor of the proposal to build a
casino near GVSU?

'Yeah, because I'm sure it
will bring in a lot of new
jobs'

"Yes. I think casinos bring
in a lot of business for the
community around it*

"Yeah I'm from Detroit,
and there they benefit the
schools. I think it could also
build up a smaller city *

'No, because it gives false
hope to freshmen to build
a casino near GVSU that
18-year-old students can’t
go to.'

Danny Dew
Senior
Pre-Veterinary

Jesse Often
Freshman
Chemistry

Tierney Smith
Freshman
Broadcast Journalism

Sito Rodriguez
Junior
Criminal Justice

Dear editor.
Grand Valley State University is promising construction on Kirkhof, Mackinac
and on a new Honors college, but whatever happened to building a library that would
fit the needs of the students'’ As a senior, I leave this university feeling frustrated with
the fact that the current library leaves me unable to even complete simple research.
Recently. 1 tried to work on a history paper only to find a total of three books ex
isted and all were checked out. All other university libraries share books among each
other through MelCat. but 1 was informed Grand Valley doesn't even do that. So,
apart from actually driving to other university libraries. I am stuck trying the public
library just to find a single source that is available and written in the last decade!
Maybe the administrators think no students care about the library, so they place it last
in their list of building projects, but I am proof that at least one student would like to
see a library that is capable of serving its purpose.

GVL STUDENT OPINION

Volunteering in GR benefits everyone
By David Ringler

Jill Bannink. GVSU student

GVL Columnist
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"I have never in my life had to
worry about having a floor in my
home or in any building I’ve ever
been ip. The family’s gratitude was
overwhelming.”
Bethany Mkhowski

GVSU student and Campus Ministry
participant, on volunteering during
spring break

I can trace all of my
curiosity and interest in
science back to one vivid,
defining moment.
While other children
gathered around their
television sets early on
Saturday morning to watch
cartoons. I was watching
’’Mr. Wizard." the 1980s
equivalent to "Bill Nye the
Science Guy "
By today’s standards. Mr.
Wizard, the stereotypical
science teacher type,
seems drab compared
to the flamboyant Nye.
Similar to Nye. Mr. Wizard
assisted goofy kids (most
of whom had braces and
hideous sweaters) as they
performed household science
experiments.
The defining moment to
which I refer was an episode
in which Mr. Wizard mixed
baking soda and vinegar
together. What a splendid
result. The tickling sound of

The ultimate goal cf the Grand
Valley Lanthorn opinion page is
to stimulate discussion and action
on topics of interest to the Grand
Valley Community.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn
welcomes reader viewpoints and
offers three vehicles of expression
for reader opinions: letters to the
editor, guest columns and phone
responses.
Letters must include the author’s
name and be accompanied by
current picture identification if
dropped off in person. Letters will
be checked by an employee of the
Grand Valley Lanthorn.
Letters appear as space permits
each issue. The limit for letter

length is one page, single spaced.
The editor reserves the right
to edit and condense letters and
columns for length restrictions and
clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn will
not be held responsible for errors
that appear in print as a result of
transcribing handwritten letters or
e-mail typographic errors,
The name of the author is usually
published but may be withheld for
compelling reasons
The content, information and
views expressed are not approved
by nor necessarily represent those of
the university, its Board of Trustees,
officers, faculty and staff

here is that public schools
officials are more than happy
to welcome Grand Valley
State University volunteers
into their classrooms.
Regardless of duty or time
commitment, just being there
may brighten the day of a
student or staff member
Public schools, especially
those in Grand Rapids, are
plagued by budget cuts,
and an extra set of adult
hands can make a world of
difference for an over worked
schoolteacher. Likewise,
many students are involved
in groups requiring a number
of community service
hours Since public schools
are considered non-profit
organizations, why not spend
those hours volunteering for a
public school and help lighten
the load for teachers a bit?
Whether preparing to be
a mathematician, musician,
business associate or general
slacker, the Grand Rapids
Public School system
officials are generally glad to
have students share their time

and talent.
Most importantly. I
believe students' association
with the university may
inspire young learners to
think about pursuing a
college degree for themselves
or at least interest them in
a subject matter, as “Mr.
Wizard" did for me
Volunteer applications
are available at the Student
Volunteer Office located in
Room 101 of the Kirkhof
Center. The application
process is relatively painless,
and volunteer status is good
for two years. Students are
free to volunteer as their
schedules permit, though it is
wise to make arrangements
with the school ahead of time
For more information on
programs and opportunities,
contact Jodie Brannum.
GRPS volunteer coordinator,
at (616) 819-2131.
Take a few hours this
spring to help out at a public
school — an opportunity
which is as rewarding as it is
necessary.

Springing out of winter sooner makes life better
By Mason Nichols
GVL Columnist

GVL OPINION POLICY

I fizz ensues
as the wash
of foam
spills over
A »•
the glass.
It occurred
to me then
that this was
______________ I the sound
and sight
of science,
orchestrated
against the backdrop of
mischief and boyish giggles.
I had the opportunity
recently to share that bubbly
reaction with some young
scientists at an elementary
school I volunteer at. That
afternoon was one of mixing
and tesung. splashing and
spilling — science at its
finest.
The crowd’s response
was even more effervescent
than the reaction I was
demonstrating, a sudden
uproar of astonishment Who
would think something so
simple could produce such
results?
The point I am making

Finally, it is almost here.
After dealing with the
months of grueling agony
that is winter in West
Michigan, spring is nearly
upon us.
It could not have come
any sooner.
As a former resident
of the Chicago suburbs. I
know how it is to deal with
horrible weather conditions
on a consistent basis Before
arriving here in Allendale. I
thought Chicago was one of
the worst cities for the winter
months
Being raised on tales of
the cold, blustery gusts of the
Windy City, I thought I had
experienced the worst. Little
did I know how sheltered I
really was
One thine I have noticed

as a student
of Grand
Valley State
University
is that fall
and spring
do not
technically
exist in
Michigan
Or at least
they do not
exist while I am in the state
It is almost as if Michigan
itself just does not like me.
something which becomes
blatantly obvious every time
I hop into my car. For days,
the weather will be fine. The
sun will come out. the snow
will begin to melt and the
roadways will begin to calm
down. But in the hours before
I need to make a trip, the
weather will do a complete
turnaround It never fails
In fact. I probably should

not even be writing this nght
now. I am almost certainly
putting a hex on the weather,
which wiH result in the
current spring-like conditions
outside transforming into yet
another lovely blizzard by
tomorrow morning.
Still I guess I should not
complain When I have had
little tastes of spring-like
weather here, it has been
absolutely amazing, which is
probably due to the horrible
winter weather It makes me
wish I took classes here in the
spring and summer months,
when the weather would be
much more enjoyable
Nevertheless. I cannot
help but be excited for
spring’s arrival as it is my
favorite season of the year
It is a time of renewal, when
all of the dark, dreary colors
of winter transform into the
vibrant, warm colon of April

and May.
Even more importantly,
with the arrival of spring
comes more sunshine. During
the winter months, having
a day filled with sunshine
is similar to your favorite
baseball team winning the
World Series. If you do not
enjoy it. you will probably
regret it since it does not
happen very often
Yet. despite everything I
have said. I still enjoy some
aspects of winter It is great
fun to go sledding, have a
snowball fight or make a
snowman What is important,
like everything else in life, is
to take things in moderation
If winter in Michigan
were a bit shorter. I probably
would not dislike it with such
a passion
However, it helps me
appreciate spring that much
more.
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f nm & VIDEO
Looking beyond the Hollywood formula
GVSU faculty, students
share insight into foreign
films’ influences on
American cinema
By John Faarup
GVL Sttfff Writer

In this modern age, foreign film
oftentimes takes a back seat to the
Hollywood blockbuster in the eyes of
many cinema fans.
However, foreign classics of new and
old have influenced American directors
for decades, providing a wealth of
material that revolutionized the silver
screen.
Francis
Ford
Coppola
(“The
Godfather”),
Quentin
Tarantino
("Pulp Fiction”), Martin Scorsese
(“Goodfellas”) and countless others
watched closely as the international
film scene burgeoned with exciting new
talent that would leave a deep impression
on the 20th century film canon.
Toni Perrine, associate professor in
the film and video department, teaches
a class on world cinema at Grand Valley
State University.
"Foreign film had a really big effect
in the 1970s.” she said. “The kind
of filmmaking that was influencing
young directors here was coming from
Europe.”
Perrine said periods such as the French
New Wave, which included directors
Francois Truffaut and Jean-Luc Godard,
and Italian neo-realism broke the mold
of the traditional Hollywood narrative
by experimenting with explicit content
and previously unseen types of form.
Andy Fortenbacher. a film student at
GVSU. echoed Perrine’s sentiments and
expanded on the scope of international
influence.
"Although it seems that modern
American films are heavily flooded
with special effects, we still see many
foreign stylistic elements that American
directors still use." he said. “Stylistic
influences stemming from German
Expressionism. Soviet Montage and
the French New Wave, are constantly
appearing in modern American films.”
There are many foreign films today

that have made waves around the
world as well. "Y Tu Mama Tambien."
“Pan’s Labyrinth” and "Crouching
Tiger, Hidden Dragon" garnered much
success, financially and otherwise, in
the past few years.
"Foreign films have influenced
American films an infinite number
of ways, all throughout history," said
GVSU film student Forrest Karbowski.
"I think it’s experiencing an even bigger
boom recently because of the Internet
— a lot of foreign or smaller films get
really limited releases, but if you read
about a film or watch a trailer on the
Internet that interests you. you’ll know
to look for it when it comes out on
DVD.”
Some local experts offered insight
about their favorite foreign films and
what they meant to them personally.
Toni Perrine, associate professor of
film and video - "The Bicycle Thief*’
or "Ladri di Bicidette” by Vittorio
De Sica (Italy, 1948)
“That is one of the enduring classics
of world cinema. I have been watching
it for 30 years and I enjoy it every time I
see it. The ambiguity of it is keeping with
the way we all experience life. There
is no happy ending. The performances
are amazing considering the two main
characters are not professional actors."

Courtesy Photo I PktvrohowM
Overseas success: Guillermo del Toro directed the Spanish film 'Pan s Labyrinth.* which was nominated for
six Academy Awards and released in many American movie theaters

Andy Fortenbacher, film and video
student — "The Science of Sleep" by
Michael Gondry (France and Italy,
2006)
“In Michel Gondry's ‘The Science
of Sleep.’ there were several effects
that were used that could have been
done by using CGI (computer generated
imagery), but were instead done by
using creative production design,
art, rear projection (rarely used),
stop animation, etc. Although these
methods helped to convey the message
and represent the weirdness of the
main characters dreams, I believe that
Gondry was trying to stay away from
using typical methods of compositing
and digital effects. It will be interesting
to see what influence this film will have
on future American productions."

CourtPhoto i Cray Film
The sweet IHe: Fedenco Fellini's film. "La Doke Vita," was nominated for four Academy Awards in 1960

Forrest Karbowski, film and video
student — “8 1/2” by Federico Fellini
(Italy, 1963)
"It's hard to pick just one foreign film
as a favorite, since they're as varied as
the films made in the U.S. You have
everything from Hong Kong action flicks

Thumbs up, down for ‘300’
“300"

Starring: Gerard Butler,
Lena Headey, Dominic
West
By John Faarup
GVL Staff Writer

* out of****

By Michelle Pawlak
GVL A&E Editor

*** out of *•**
Think
“Gladiator”
on
steroids. The film “300” stabs,
spits and screams into the faces
of its audiences — which is
exactly what it is supposed to
do.
In a world filmed in sepia,
the team effort between director
Snyder and writer Miller,
develops several incredibly
intense characters and presents
its own interpretation of the
Battle of Thermopylae.
Although there are times
when the film is insanely
unbelievable
—
seriously,
even if they are Spartans they
still have to eat — “300” was
madly entertaining and mildly
funny as well. Its dreamy
quality helps to erfiphasize the
mythological feel of the story
and its characters.
In contrast to John's opinion.
I thought the story was well
developed.
The
Nazi-like
mentality of the Spartans, who
kill off their weak settling only
for perfection, were clearly
not known for their rationality.
So to go into battle with more
than 300 to one odds out of
adrenaline and hate is not so
crazy for Leonidas and his men.
The Spartans had a warped

Court*** FSo** I Wanwf Bret Httem

sense of reality, brainwashed
into them at birth.
Also, it is OK to expect
battle sequences and explosive
male testosterone — this movie
above anything else. But it also
shows impressively advanced
fighting techniques, conflict
between heart and duty and a
modern-day look into the life
of Sparta. Don't expect realistic
depiction, but it’s reasonable to
expect entertainment.
To stray from the plot
argument, some of “300’s”
acting deserves attention.
Obviously
the role of
Leonidas demanded strength
beyond washboard abs. Gerard
Butler makes a 180 degree turn
from his role as the phantom in
2004’s “Phantom of the Opera"
to become a vicious ruler,
stabbing — instead of singing
— into his enemies. To put it
bluntly and use a cliche pun.
Butler kicks butt. He takes
his role seriously, delving into
his character and making the
potentially sickening King a
rather noble and emotional
character.
Lena Headey. who played
Queen Gorgo. also contributed
an impressive performance
In "300.” Spartan women are
just as prideful and strong
as their male counterparts
Headey. hidden behind her
300 Spartan men in capes,
speedos and sandals, stood
out for her character’s unusual
strength and determination.
With many Ancient Greececra movies putting their female
leads as “behind the scenes"
influences, this one puts her
right into the spotlight Headey
and her awesome wardrobe
successfully portray a powerful
woman and vital part of the
story.
As for the rest of 2007’s
action movies, “300” will
surely put up a fight

bene is inspiring.” said Brandon
Twa, a GVSU junior. "It gives
you a different look at how much
difference experience makes in
making films. His medium gives
us a new way to learn about the
past through film.”
Samba Gadjigo will lead the
discussions after the films are dis
played. Gadjigo is a professor at
Mount Holyoke College in South
Hadley. Mass. He is the author of
the first authorized biography of
Sembene.
‘This film festival is the first
for this new program at Grand
Valley.” Buckridge said. "It is the
perfect opportunity for students Id
learn more about the Trims-Atlan
tic slave trade and the struggle of
Sembene and other Africans."
“Black Girl” will begin at 7:30
pm followed by ‘The Making
of Moolade.” On Friday. "Moolaade" begin at 7:00 pm Both
will be shown in the Cook-DeWin Center on GVSU’s Allen
dale Campus.
The Remembering the Cross
ings program lasts the rest of the
year and features several other
events. For more information on
the program visit http^/www.
gvsu.edu/abolitioa

Black film festival
continues
Remember
the Crossings program
The Remember the Crossings
program at Grand Valley State
University is having a film festi
val this week to showcase Ousmane Sembene’s films.
“Black Girl" plays today and
“Moolaade” will be shown on
Friday.
"This is an introduction for
students and the public to Afri
can culture through cinema,” said
Sleeve Buckridge, professor of
history at Grand Valley State Uni
versity.
Following the films will be
a discussion with the audience
overviewing the essence of the
film, its overall meaning and con
nection to Remember the Cross
ings and abolition of the TransAtlantic slave trade
Sembene was bom in Casanlance in 1923. His films have
been recognized in festivals inter
nationally. taking several awards
He has directed, produced, writ
ten and acted in films since the
1960s
“The story of Ousmane Sem
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Tto the death Zack Snyder's new Mm adapts Frank MHIer’s graph* novel *300 *
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Subtlety has never been a
trademark within the comic book
medium, and Zack Snyder's
adaptation of Frank Miller’s graphic
novel "300" is no exception.
Intentionally over-the-top and
in bloody excess, the talc of 300
Spartan soldiers pit against more
than 100.000 Persian mercenaries
is set against a washed-out palette
of dark reds and blacks. Similar
in style and scope to Robert
Rodriguez's "Sin City." the film is
intended to mimic the storyboard of
a traditional graphic novel.
Because of a questionable
ruling by the elder council in Sparta
denying an all-out war declaration,
the stubborn Leonidas rounds up
300 of his city-state’s finest to meet
the impending Persian invasion.
The supremely confident lung never
thinks twice about the abilities of
his soldier*
And perhaps with good reason
Each Spartan is cut with ahs of steel
and muscles that would leave even
the finest bodybuilder questioning
his regiment. They are machines
built for war. and everything else
be damned Leonidas will defend
his city and country to the bitter
end while those “boy-loving
phdosopherv"
the
Athenians,
surrender id the Persian monolith
and leave Greece to be doomed
The Persian king Xerxes offers
an ultimatum surrender and the
women and children will be saved,
and Leonidas will retain the crown,
bowing only to self-described
“divine” messiah
While the Battle ofThermopylae
depicted m ”30(7’ actually occurred
m 480 B.C.. the historical accuracy

of the event was obviously not an
aim of the film's creators. This is
not inherently a negative thing, but
the macabre battle scenes are the
selling point of a story that doesn’t
have a whole lot to lean on. Loose
on character and plot development,
**300” heroically puts all its eggs in
one basket, and with one roll of the
dice, expects the repetitious action
scenes to support the hefty weight
of a narrative way too “epic" for its
own good.
Although the result was
unintentional, the blind patriotism
present
with
Leonidas
and
his wamors bears an uncanny
resemblance to the atmosphere in
America immediately following the
September II. 2(X)I attacks on the
World Trade Center. Intelligence
and reason are all but thrown out
the window in favor of far more
myopic fuels: adrenaline and hate
When a person enters a movie
theater, they should have a clear
idea of what they expect the film to
do for them. For example, it would
be silly for a person to see the latest
Rob Zombie horror flick if their aim
is to laugh So. would it be silly to
see “300“ if I knew the central focus
would be the battle sequences and
explosive male testosterone’’ I don’t
think so. Previous efforts such as “XMen." “Spiderman" and "Batman
Begins" were able to stay loyal to
their roots while still maintaining an
intelligent and effective narrative
Unfortunately. "30(T falls, like
the ancient Greek civilization, under
the weight of its own greed

to French New Wave — that’s apples
and oranges there, if not, you know,
apples and bologna. That said. Fellini’s
*8 1/2’ is one of my very favorites. As
a film student. I appreciate it not only
because it’s about filmmaking, but also
because of the innovative way in which
it’s filmed "
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Band's first show leads to studio time
Nick Lill. the band 's synthesizer
player and founder, explained its
sound as “dance rock.”
“We’re a new sound.” Lill
said. “We're not techno, but not
rock.”
Death by Dancing was formed
in summer 2006 and has five
members. Nick. Roth. Green bank.
Kevin Kozel on guitar and Kaja
Lill on bass.
“The band came together when
Nick and Chris ‘Fatty’ Aseltine of
Aseltine Records came up with
an idea to form a dance rock
band,” Roth said. “Kevin was the
original singer, but one day Fatty
didn't show, and Kevin picked up
the guitar and it stuck.”
Soon, the band added more
members. Kaja. Nick’s brother,
joined as the bass player and Roth
came in as vocals. Gieenbank was
the final addition.
"When Nick decided we
needed a drummer. I gave Mike a
call,” Roth said.
After winning the Orbit
Room’s battle of the bands, the
group picked up 26 hours of free
recording time.
“(The audience) loved us at
the battle of the bands.” Roth

Local band Death
by Dancing wins
Orbit Room’s battle
of the bands, gets
recording time
By Arie Boon
CVL Staff Writer

Local group Death by Dancing
garnered more than audience
applause after its premiere
performance
It landed studio recording time
by topping out in a battle of the
bands competition
“It really helped us get our
foot in the door." said vocalist
Tyler Roth of the band's recent
performance.
Its first show was a local band
battle on Feb. 10 at the Orbit
Room.
“There were 30 other bands
and all of them were hard
core or alternative.** said Mike
Gieenbank. Death by Dancing’s
drummer. “We had no idea how
they’d react to a completely
different sound.”

said. “They swarmed us after the
show. They wanted to be friends
with us on MySpace. they wanted
CDs, T-shirts and autographs Wc
didn't have anything.”
Greenbank said members were
surprised by the crowd’s reaction.
Not being prepared for the hype.
Greenbank said they signed shirts,
drum sticks and fans’ arms.
Later this month. Death by
Dancing will travel to Detroit
to record five songs for its EP at
Midwest Recording Studios, with
the winnings. Nick said.
Kaja said the band hopes to
release its CD this summer, in
anticipation of additional costs,
including mastering the CD.
making copies and labels.
The band is getting ready for
upcoming shows across West
Michigan including Muskegon.
Holland and Grand Rapids, along
with a trip to Detroit.
Death by Dancing will perform
at The Show Room in Muskegon
on Friday at 7 p.m. The group
will also perform at WoStock in
Holland on March 24.
For more information and show
dates, visit http://www.myspace,
com/deathbydancingmusic.

CourtMy Photo / Ntck Oil
Family affair: Mothers Nick and Ka|a Lill are two of Death by Dancing s five members Mike Greenback. Tyler Roth and Kevin Ko/et
round out the local band that formed m the summer of 2006 The group won the Obit Room's battle of the bands m February

The Knife’s newest album worth a ‘shout’
By Joel Motion
WCKS Music Reviewer

Weekly music review from
GVSU’s radio station. The
Whale
Artist: The Knife
Album: ‘Silent Shout’
Every once in a while there comes
a band that simultaneously transcends
genres and defines them. The Knife is
one of these bands.
With roots in Electronica and

branches reaching into Indie, its
newest album. “Silent Shout.”
effortlessly encompasses a musical
array that most groups can’t fit into
their entire career.
Comprised of Karin and Olof
Dreijer. a brother-sister duo hailing
from Sweden. The Knife has been
making unsettling music to tap your
feet to since 1999. Left-leaning, it
release its albums independently, and
therefore doesn't have to conform to
the requirements record companies
regularly enforce, such as advertising
or selling rights to the music to be
used in consumer commercials (think

of the Postal Service’s "Such Great
Heights" now being used by UPS).
The Knife's views are also apparent in
the group's lyrics, which, among other
issues, speak of the objectification of
women, violence and pornography.
“Silent Shout" moves in a whole
new darker direction than previous
releases. In doing so. it compels you
to sit in a dark room and examine
this album with your eyes closed and
at other times get up and dance. By
heavily synthesizing their voices and
creating an almost frantic aural assault
with completely keyboard controlled
instruments, listeners go on a journey

through abysses and heights of
disconcerting beauty. Listening to this
album exudes a feeling of discovering
the microscopic wonders of the human
body, or delving deep into the psyche
and listening to your subconscious
voice singing underwater. Perhaps
tripping would also be a good analogy.
While listening, some may be
left to wonder how they pull off all .
the seemingly dozens of instruments
at once during a live concert. Well,
somehow, inexplicably, they do.
The Knife's live show is something
like going to see a Guns & Roses
Planetarium Laser Show on steroids.

Explaining the visual bliss 1 was
fortunate enough to experience in New
York City last fall would probably
take at least a whole page, so I'll
say this: If you find The Knife at all
accessible, do everything you can to
see the group live, for it is nothing
short of amazing.
Notable tracks on this album
include "Silent Shout,” “We Share
our Mother’s Health.” “Forest
Families” and “Like a Pen.” Highly
recommended if you enjoy any of
Radiohead's new stuff. MSTRKRFT
or a hypothetically much darker Postal
Service.

Music center's lower level features gallery of 'different from the norm' art
with scanned imaging. In
place of a camera, he uses
a flatbed scanner to capture
three-dimensional scenes and
scans them onto traditional
photography paper.
“It adds more depth of field,”
he said. "The flowers really
appear to be popping off the
page"
DenHerder said the vivid
colors and lifelike quality of the
work appeals to viewers.
“You almost think (the
photographs) are textured from

By Brandy Arnold
CVL Staff Writer

While St. Cecilia Music
Center may not be known for
art, the Terryberry Art Gallery,
located in its bottom floor,
showcases a variety of pieces
for public viewing.
The gallery features a new
artist every month and most
have an opening reception to
speak about their work. Facility
manager Deb DenHerder attends
art shows in search of talent,
while other artists contact her to
be considered for exhibitions.
DenHerder said although
she has brought in artists from
places such as Japan and New
York City, she tries to showcase
predominately West Michigan
artists. She looks for unique
artists and a broad range of
mediums, she said.
“Most of the featured artists
use matenals that are a little
different from the norm." she
said.
Jonathan Shuff. who lives in
Grand Rapids, is the featured
artist for March. He combines
traditional
photography
of
landscapes and floral motifs

a distance.” she said. “There
have been several occasions
where people are here for
different events and are drawn
to the photographs.”
Shuff said he enjoys outdoor
activities such as hiking, and
the ease and beauty of nature
inspire him.
“It’s fascinating to get
outdoors with a camera and
explore nature.” he said.
One of the goals of his work
is to help others explore as well.
Shuff said.

“I try to capture small details
and show them in a different
way than what people would
see on their own." he said.
“Everyone gets so busy with our
day-to-day lives that we don’t
take the time to stop and enjoy
everything that’s around us.”
He
added
the
gallery
compliments his work well
because
its simple dlcor
meshes with the manicured and
simplistic look of his imagery.
“It’s a really nice, clean

all
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Indoor nature: TV St Cecil* Move Center m Grand Rapids displays local fme ad
photographer Fonathan Shuff's artwork in the Terryberry Ad Gallery

environment
with
little
distraction.” he said. “It has a
classic gallery feel.”
The gallery is open Monday
through Friday from 9 a m. to
5 p.m. For night and weekend
hours, contact the center at
(616) 459-2224
Shuff said if given the chance
he would work with the gallery
again.
“It’s been a really great
experience." he said.
Shuff shows his
work

mn

in galleries and art shows
throughout the Midwest. He
was voted People's Choice at
the Grand Rapids Festival of
the Arts in 2006.
For more information on the
Terryberry Art Gallery, visit
http://scmsonline.org.
Shuff
also has his own studio called
Jonathan Shuff Photography
on Leonard Street in Grand
Rapids. For more information,
visit http://crookcdtrecgallery.
com.

NOW LEASING
FOR 2007/2008!
& 12 Month Leases Available

W ~~ ~~

Music Lisa Feurzeig as part
of the university’s Summer
Student Scholars Program.
LaPorte. who co-directs
the play, developed the idea
to translate it from Italian to
English, as well as adapting
the musical scores.
“Sailors* Love” is a
comedy
about
mistaken
identities among pirates and
musicians, and debuted in
Vienna in 1797.
Weigl is *a German
composer known for his

Adapted opera to
debut at GVSU
The rare Joseph Weigl
opera “L’Amor Marinaro
(Sailors’ Love)” will make a
return to the stage upon ita
debut Friday at Grand Valley
State University.
The production was a
shared effort between junior
music student Kail LaPorte
and Associate Professor of

l

comic operas and spiritual
works.
Featuring student actors
and Beethoven’s variations
on piano, cello and clarinet,
the opera will be Friday and
Saturday in Room 1600 of
the Performing Arts Center
at 8 p.m. Admission is free.
For more information,
contact
LaPorte
at
kaitlaporte#hotmail.com or
Feurzeig at feurzeil#gvsu.
edu

Now offering FREE
Cable and Internet
for 2007/2008!
10485 48th Avenue. Suite A
(616) 89S-6060
mforw\a+‘i
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Check out our new Web sites:

www CountryPlaceApartmentscom
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This Week in
DVD Releases:

Student showcase

Casino Koyale
Starring Darnel Craig. Eva
Greer
A nice revitali/atum of a
stale aeries a given with (his
treatment by new leading
man Daniel Cnug. The setting
is Casino Royale The trusty
James Bond, code name 007,
must prevent Le Chiflre. a
hanker with tenons! ties, fan
winning a high-stakes poker
tournament. With Judi Dench.
Mads Mikkelsen and Jeffrey
Wnght.

Your Own Cadence
By Undo A Sullivan

One day she will dance. I’m sure she moves like no one’s watching when
no one is — shakes her full hips on and off the beat, faster than that, forward
and back, bum-bum, bada-bum-bum, hands tight on her thighs before they’re
thrown up in the air as the tempo rises, smile wide, mouth open, swirling amidst
the bounce of the bass — losing herself in the smash of percussion rhythms —
sshhh-sshhhe's almost too comfortable. She loves to dance, I know she does. The
comer of her mouth where those melodic lips meet curls halfway back, hiding
her grin every time she tells me no, nO, NO. I kn-o-w — you refuse to shake the
way you surely can, so for now breathe in every slow dance, every single sway
lost is sweet darkness. For now, until one day — the day she dances.

Rocky Balboa
Starring Sylvester Stalkne.
Burl Young, Anbvuo Tarver
Supposedly
the
last
entry according to Sylvester
Stallone, "Rocky Balboa"
revisits the underdog premise
for the umpteenth time bid
with some interesting results.
Balboa decides to lace up his
gkwes and challenge Mason
‘The Line" Dixon for the
heavyweight title.

Sullivan is a senior at GVSU, majoring in creative writing.

Mill Steel
continued from page A3

he Regency Room at the
DeVos Center on GVSU’s Pew
Campus. Mill Steel President
Andrew Samrick and People
Development
Director Tom
Stanfield will present the award.
“Inprevious years. (Mill Steel)
has selected wire suppliers or a
company, but we chose Grand
Valley as a way to recognize how
they have supplied our company
with
quality
employees."
Stanfield said.
To Stanfield's knowledge, it
is the first time in the industry
an employer has awarded a
university.
“Grand Valley became a
candidate when we started talking
about the value of Grand Valley
people that have been received
by Mill Steel." Stanfield said
Prior to 2004. the company
had a double-digit employee
turnover rate, he said, but since
working with GVSU that number
has dropped to 1.8 percent.
The relationship between
the university and Mill Steel
came in 2004 by happenstance
when Career Services Assistant

Director Troy Farley began
discussing his job with a neighbor
w ho worked for the company.
"(Career Services’) goal was
to deepen relationships between
the students and the employer, as
well as meet the company's talent
needs." Farley said. “We wanted
to be more than competitive with
other colleges. We wanted them
to have one-stop shopping."
Since then. GVSU has used
its relationship with the company
to advance in-class learning at
the Seidman College of Business
and its Marketing Department,
along with the Padnos College of
Engineering and Computing, he
said. The company has also held
four career day events for GVSU
students.
A family owned business
since 1959. Mill Steel is a flatrolled steel service center with
corporate offices in Grand
Rapids and manufacturing plants
in Melvindale. Windsor. Ontario
and Louisville. The company was
recognized as one of the 10 Elite
Winners of "West Michigan’s
101
Best
and
Brightest
Companies to Work For'* in 2006
by the Michigan Business and

Professional Association.
In 2005. Mill Steel hired 12
GVSU graduates as full-time
employees after taking on three
interns in the fall semester. The
company also has six employees
enrolled in Master's of Business
programs at the university.
Fred Kraft, a professor in the
Marketing department, said the
company has been helpful in
giving the students real life work
experience.
Kraft 'sfallsemesterMarkcting
353 course developed a customer
survey for the company’s buyers.
The students were then able to
deliver their results to the Mill
Steel executives in a boardroom
setting.
"It was a tremendous benefit to
have them do a job that makes a
difference to an actual company.”
Kraft said "They (the students)
seem to take it more serious.”
Kraft said he plans to repeat
the project with students in the
fall.
The School of Engineering's
Capstone Design program is
currently developing a project
that could save the company

Blood Diamond

The Lanthorn would like to open up this space
to the creative minds on our campus. Here we
can showcase the talent among us by printing
photos, poems, short stories and graphics
submitted voluntarily. Those interested
in submitting work, e-mail samples along
with name, class standing, major, contact
information and a brief paragraph describing
it to arts@lanthom.com.

Starring Leonardo DiCapno.
Jennifer Connelly, Djimon
Hounsou
A gun runner (DiCapno)
in Africa seeks out a man who
knows the location ofa diamond
worth millions. A story-hungry
journalist (Connelly) provides
(he moral compass for the
countless mercenaries who
seek fortune despite the bioody
cycle of repression that the
diamond trade causes. Despite
being a bit didactic at tunes, the
cast is good enough to carry a
suspect story.

$500,000 in costs

Are you a college student who is looking for:
A |vwl ntrmstap apparfciroty thit /M
stmd exit on ,i resume7

V

A chance to (van rrjfwurkl experience
with the con^uny recently rvirorri *1 n
/A/wn»*sstV^*'s first e*f r.mhifxj (d bO
Best Plices to Lunch .i Ctfeef ?

V

A Customrtf's* fieri le.mwxj oanoAvo
th.it crxAJ e.im you cufcxje cre<M?
An opportunity to meet people from
.imund the Mortrl, nuke kfetnnq fhenrfs.
.md h.ive fun?

As .i fxirt of the [)tsnt7 Cdeqe Procjr.im .it the IV.dt Disney iVofkf" Hesort
ne.K Olindo, FL, participants cm experience .m internship of «i fcfctme. Attend
our upcoming presentation and discover why the Disney Coletie Procjram is an
opportunity you just cant ness'

You never know with Michigan weather.
It's not quite spring yet.
So, don't forget to dress appropriately.

Grand Valley State University - Allendale
Thursday • March 15th • 5:00pm
Room 250 • Kirkhof Center
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Scheduling conflict? View our online t -Presentation.
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Stop in today for a four!
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Central Air
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all units include
Web site for 24/7 communications with management
High-Speed Internet and Digital Cable TV available
Bus Stop for easy commute
and Free Tanning!
Security on Site!
Community Room Access:
•Big Screen TV
m

Wtmm

•Fireplace
•WIFI Connection
•Full Kitchen

E=

apartments

W

2 Bedroom units
Spacious Living w/ over 1000 sq. ft.

W

W
J

Air Conditioning
On-site Laundry Facility
Dishwasher
Private Patio

•
1|

Parking at Front Door
Rent begins at $290/mo
9 and 12 month leases available

«
1
1

townhouses

J

Spacious 4 Bedrooms - over 1330 sq. ft.
Central Air

I

Washer and Dryer in ALL units
Dishwasher
Private Patio
Parking at Front Door
Rent begins at $325/mo
9 and 12 month leases available

4832 W. Campus Dr.
Allendale, MI 49401

(616)

895-5904

www.carnpuswest.net
manager@canipuswest.net
«

\
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Matthew Verdonk, Sports Editor
sports®lanthorn com
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Men's basketball captures first
Great Lakes Regional Championship

Pitchers Lori Andjelkh, e
sophomore, end Stephanie
Cole, a freshman, who have
11 starts between them,
notched eight of their
team's 10 wins this season,
Andjelich possesses an almost
nonexistent .70 earned run
average and struck out 57
batters in 40 innings of work.

©

After a string of dominant
performances through the
winter, the Grand Valley
State University club
wrestling team claimed its
second consecutive national
championship with a 45 point
victory over the University of
Central Florida.

Grand Valley State University
head baseball coach Steve
Lyon picked up his 300th
victory as Laker head coach
when his team defeated
Missouri Southern State
University on March 4 by a
score of 7*2 in its first of two
wins on the day.
GVl Ai< hive l K*0y Wyrew

©

Winning ways:

The Grand Valley State
University women's track
team finished in third place
at the indoor national
championship competition
held last weekend in Boston.
The finish is a two-spot
improvement over last
season's previous best, a fifth
place finish.

GET YOUR

Sophomore guard Pete TrammeN maneuvers past a ferns State defender earlier this season

Grand Valley State University dominates Northern Kentucky University in a 66-42 victory
By Marc Koorstra
GVl. Staff Writer

The Grand Valley Stale University
men’s basketball team claimed iu first
Great ljikc% Regional Championship
Tuesday night with a 66-42 victory against
Northern Kentucky University
“Obviously it is something special
when you are talking about the first time
ever.” said Laker head coach Ric Wesley
“Our guys worked very hard to get to this
point and they really kept a good attitude

entering this game “
Aside from a three minute span in the
first half, GVSU dominated the game
Sophomore Pete Trammell set the
lone early with eight potni* in the first six
minutes, helping elevate the Lakers to a 102 lead. The Norse fought back with a trio of
Vpotnters and bxik their first and only lead
at 16-14. It was erased 12 seconds later
Trammell totaled 17 point* in the
game
The leakers distanced themselves from
NKU in the second half by holding the

team to less than 19 percent shooting from
the floor The Norse converted just one of
17 3-point attempts in the final stan/a.
“No question, this one of our best games
of the year,” Wesley said. "We did a great
job in our half-court defense, especially
since they are such a quality opponent.”
Junior Callistus E/iukwu finished with
17 point* tat the game and was named
the regional tournament s must valuable
player
“He has been outstanding." Wesley said
of his starting center “He has been really

LAKER Wrestlers pin
NEWS second national
ONLINE

By Matthew Verdonk
GVl. Sports Editor

Defending champions win with 45
points over second-place team

MEN'S BASKETBALL

By Brian Beaupied
GVl. Staff Writer

STANDINGS
Team | GLIAC | Overall
15-3

29 4

Northern Michigan

11-7

18-11

Michigan Tech

8-10

13-15

Grand Valley

Ferris State

8-10

10-18

Saginaw Valley

8-10

11-14

Lake Superior

6-12

8-18

+14

8-18

17-9

28*2

1 Nortnwoou

Findlay
Mercvburst
Wavne State

1H1
JbL 13r.1I. i
M

Ashland

8-f

HMsdaie

7-10 15-11

Gannon

4-13

16-12

As defending national champion*, the Grand Valley State
University 's club wrestling team had the proverbial monkey on its
back all season
The team canied it all the way to Dallas where it repeated
as National Collegiate Wrestling Associataxi champions (xi
Saturday.
The Lakers racked up a total of IH4.3 points en mule to their
second championship in as many yean. Central Monda University
recorded 139.3 points to finish in the Laken1 shadow fix the seuxid
consecutive year.
Senior grappler Billy Johiuaxi and sophomore Joe Mendez
went the distance to claim the lone individual titles fix the laiken.
It was JohrwxTs second title in a row in the 163 pound weight
class, while Mendez picked up his first after placing seuxid a year
ago at 133 pounds
”1 think I gut lucky." Mendez said “I got an easier side of the
bracket than the kid I wrestled in the finals did.”
Johnaixi also said the-second go around was no easier than the
first
"I'm glad I went out on top." Johnson said. “I’ve been stressed

STANDINGS

By Brian Beaupied

Grand Valley

14-4

21 8

Ferris State

13-5

23-8

Lake Superior

13-5

18-8

Michigan Tech

12-6

18-8

Saginaw Valley

8-10

1M6

Northern Michtoan

HI
3-15

8-18

Gannon
tA<
r
»r|yni Milt
»,LknJ

fhdlay

HL
152 2tt
12*5 JJfcL
M Jfcll
7-10 14-13
i-U 1*11
W Hi

{ r>ur1#ty ATWNA gl'Af OfQ

GVSU wrntief N«k legato (right) competes at the
North Central Conference Championship held in the GVSU fiekJhouse

out most of the scastxi. being (lie returning champion put a lot of
pressure (xi me. As a team, we went against better competition but
we wtxked harder We had better unity and work ethic "
See Wrestlers, B7

Women's track, Mandi Zemba take honors
GVL Skywriter

Team | GLIAC | Overall

MnrtKiasn nrl

GVl NtaoW toffttef

Finishing on top:

8-17

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

TWo unprecedented events occurred
at the indoor national championships
for the Orand Valley State University
women's track and field team
The team's third place finish at the

GVl Art Si** I (ill Siown

High standards:

Samor Maradrth DeVrtts high
gimps during tht Grand ftapxh Championships
last yaar

See Men's Bball, B7

Baseball goes
8-1 during
spring break

championship

www.lanthorn.com

aggressive on offense, as well as bkxking
shots and rebounding "
Senior Kyle Carhart and junior Jason
Jamerson were also named to the all
tournament team. Jamerson contributed 10
points and 11 rebounds in the game.
GVSU felt a bit of relief that they did not
have to face the top-seeded University of
Findlay for the third time this season. The
Oilers were upset by NKU on Sunday.
“1 have mixed feelings about that,"
Wesley said. “It would have been nice

meet, which was held in Boston last
weekend, improved the program'* best
finish by two positions, while Mandi
Zemba finally accomplished the one
goal that had eluded her grasp during
the years — an individual championship
at the event.
In her tenure as a studentathlete. Zemba won four individual
championships, including three outdoor
titles and one cross country title She was
also named an academic all-Amencan
for her accomplishments for the student
part of the student athlete
In her last opportunity, she won the
individual title in the 3,000-meter run
and helped lead the GVSU women's
track team to its third place finish.
“Our goal was to be in the top four on
the women's side and we accomplished
that," said Jerry Baltes, OVSU track and
field head coach and women's indoor
Coach of the Year

After the first day of competition.
GVSU sat alone in first place atop
the standings after accumulating 22.3
points Day two saw the Lakers get 17
additional points, hut slipped down to
a third place finish. University of St.
Augustine took first with a total of 103
points
Zemba won her fifth national
championship in style by breaking the
old meet record by three seconds with a
time of 16 minutea 16.77 seconds She
also helped the distance medley relay
team set a new meet record on its way
to a national championship
For her accomplishments. Zemba
was rewarded by being named as the
Division II women's indoor track
Athlete of the Year She was also one of
four leaker women to take all-Amencan
honors dunng the weekend
"I am obviously very happy for
See Track, 17

All nine hitters in the Grand Valley
State University baseball team's starting
lineup are batting .300 or better.
So it is no surprise they returned
fhxn their season opening spring break
trips to Missouri and Kaasas with an 81 record.
* GVSU head coach Steve Lyon said
the biggest question mark for his team
this season would be the ability of his
young pitchers to step into starting
roles.
With the Laken racking up more than
10 runs per game so far this campaign,
it helps take some of the pressure of the
young arms
“All you got to do (as a pitcher) is
throw strikes and pound the zone,”
said senior right-hander Vince Rizzi.
‘They (the hitters) are going to produce
because they all proved themselves last
year"
The
Laken mopped . up a
doublcheader against Missouri Southern
State Univenity on March 4 by scores
of 7-2 and 9-2. The next day. they
destroyed Northern State Univenity.
13-6.
The team then traveled to Pittsburg.
Kan. for three more games in two days.
It matched its previous effort and mauled
Emporia State Univenity, the then-No.
21 ranked team in the nation. 13-6.
In the second game of the twin
billing. GVSU second baseman senior
Spud McKenzie had himself a day
He hit a home run from each side of
the plate and drove in seven runs on the
way to a 12-11 Laker win.
Before returning to Missouri to wrap
up the trip, GVSU chopped its only
game against Pittsburg State University.
The Laken left 10 runner* on base in
the 4-3 kiss
Upon returning to Missouri. GVSU
prepared for a game against its Great
ladies Intercollegiate Conference foe
fhxn the University of Findlay
Junior Nick Beach struck out eight
through seven scoreless innings to help
his team earn a 7-0 victory in a game
that did not count toward the GLIAC
standings
The Ladien finished up the trip with
two more wins versus MSS l’ They
continued their impressive offensive
output, winning by scores of II-4 and
See Baseball, 17
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GVSU club hockey eliminated from nationals
Team wins last game,
but was already
mathematically eliminated
in round-robin play
By Kevin Vallance
GVL Staff Writer

PORT COLLINS. Colo - In it* tint
ever national tournament appearance, the
Grand Valley Stale University club hockey
team's quest for a national championship
came to an early end during spring break.
The leaker* faded to advance out
of mund-robui play in the American
Collegiate Hockey Association Division II
National Championship tournament, which
began March 7 in Fort Collins. Colo.
After failing to come away with a win
in either of their first two games, the Lakers
were mathematically eliminated before
they stepped onto the ice to win their third
and final game.
A lack of energy and aggressive
play farced the Lakers to perform from
behind in the first two games They tied
Miami University of Ohio 4-4 and lost to
tournament host Colorado State'University
the following night by a score of 6-3.
GVSU head coach Denny McLean
said his team’s slow start was due to its
unfamiliarity with playing on a stage
as large as the national championship
tournament.
“I think it was a lot of nerves, the
pressure of being there for the first time.” he
said. "1 think there were a lot of guys who
didn't know how to get themselves relaxed
and consequently played too tight.”
Team captain Nate Morang said a
failure to come out strong right out of the
gate is something that plagued GVSU not

only this year, but also in past seasons.
“In the three yean I've been here we've
never been a first period team.” Morang
said. “It seems like the first period we’re
struggling to get going, the second period
we’re a little better and by the third period
we're going full force.”
GVSU nearly followed Morang'■
formula to a T in its opening game against
Miami.
After a lackadaisical first penod, the
Lakm found themsieves in a 1-0 deficit
However, a Morang power-play goal in the
second brought the team to life. Freshman
Nick Biondo followed up with a power play
goal of his own later in the period to give
the Lakers their only lead of the game
GVSU had a momentary lapse to start
off the third period, allowing Miami to
regain the lead by surrendering three goals
in a little more than six minutes The Lakers
refused to lie down.
After a shorthanded breakaway goal
by junior Nick Boyle, sophomore Andrew
Dykstra's slap shot from just inside the blue
line found the back of the net and tied the
game with about three minutes remaining
GVSU had several mure good chances but
could not take the lead.
The game went into overtime, and
although each team had its share of scoring
opportunities, neither could convert
The Lakers started out slow again the
folk)wing night against Colorado State
GVSU was unable to get anything going,
but thanks to Rams' Jordan Stover, who put
a goal in his own net, the first period ended
in a 1-1 tie.
GVSU
had
several
defensive
breakdowns early in the second, resulting in
open looks at the goal for its opposition. The
Rams took advantage, scaring three times
before McLean decided to pull freshman
goaltender Grant Lyon for graduate student
Chris Moore.

"When they scored that fourth goal
lo put us down 4-1. we had to change
the momentum one way or another, and
that was probably the best way to do rt,"
McLean said.
Moore was able lo shut the door for the
rest of the penod. and freshman Jake Erway
cut the CSU lead to two with a power-play
goal.
"I’ve learned that (coming in off of the
bench) you have to show your team that
you're confident, and they'll respond well
lo that.” Moore said.
Despite the improved goahending. the
Rams put the Laker comeback on hold with
a strong stall to the third period.
After a goal in the first minute, the
Rams got a gift when the puck came from
behind the net, bounced off of Laker Jason
Brown's foot and into the cage.
GVSU once again battled back and
rattled off three unanswered goals, but this
time the mistakes and slow starts were too
much to overcome.
“Fortunately for (Colorado State) there
wasn't another two minutes on the clock,
because we would have come out with the
win,” McLean said. "I'm not saying we
would have just tied it up, we would have
won it"
Playing often with a man down did not
spark a Laker comeback either.
The penalty kill unit for GVSU played
well, giving up just one power-play goal, but
the momentum GVSU needed evaporated
each time it was whistled for a penalty.
“I think we were very, very
undisciplined.” McLean said. “We took
stupid penalties at times when we were
gaining some momentum, and you back
away from that momentum by taking a
stupid penalty."
The Lakers' final game took place the
following morning against Sienna College.
Although they knew there was no chance

GVl Archiv* I •aNyl

CoW shoulder:

GVSU's iason Brown takes a shot during the club hockey game against Miami

University at the Georgetown Ice Arena earlier this season

to advance, they refused to just go through
the motions
“We really wanted to send the seniors
off the right way. and we did.” Morang
said.

The Lakers came out and played then
best all-around game of the tournament.
They did not light up the scoreboard, but
started with intensity and played aggressive
See Hockey, B7

Softball opens season, takes 10 of 15 games
By Matthew Verdonk
GVL Sports Hditor

The
Grand
Valley
State
University softball team opened its
2007 reason on March 4. and during
an eight-day span, played its way to
a 10-3 record.

While in Florida, the Lakers were
pitted against teams that have had
the luxury of outdoor practice and
preparation for months.
Even with the disadvantage, they
managed to win two-thirds of their
games.
Sophomore
pitcher
Lori
Andjelich. who went 4-1 in her five

GVl Arch** / Hit* S«il

Going oppo:

usa Preuss gets reedy to swing at the bell during the team's

doubleheader against Gannon University last season

starts and maintained a .70 earned
run average, said the team performed
up to expectations.
' “We've been practicing inside and
dealing with fly balls going through
rafters." she said. “We played as
good or better than we all thought we
were going to. The freshmen stepped
it up. too.”
Laker head coach Doug Woods
said a key to the team's success will
be the ability of his young players to
come in and step into the positions
left vacant by the six seniors who
graduated last season.
Freshman pitcher Lauren Rohan
struck out 15 batters in her three
starts during the trip, earning her a
2-1 record.
GVSU began its season in fine
form, shutting out three of its first
four opponents an the way to a 40 record. Then the Lakers ran into
Winona Stale University, a team
junior Stephanie Cole said was the
toughest they faced
They dropped both games to the
Warrior* by scores of 2-1 and 3-2.
Andjelich said some of the low
scoring outputs were mure than
anything a result of bad luck and her
teammates slapping the ball right at

Success is a double-edged sword
By Kevin Vallance
GVL Staff Writer
It is not often in sports that a
team fails to win a championship
and still has its season considered a
success
Take a look at the 2004 NCAA
Division II fixXball season. Grand
Valley Stale University finished the
regular season K-2. earned a spot in
the playoffs and
went all the way
to the Midwest
Regxxial finals
But the season
was widely
viewed asa
disappointment
Then there’s
the NBA where
the Detroit
Risk vis made it
to the NBA Finals in 2(1)4-05 ami
hack to the liastem Ctxiference
Finals the following year Both were
great accomplishments, yet also
seen by the fans as failures
The Detroit Tigers pulled off
the feat last year After so many
forgettable sea*vis, before the
Tigers even played m their first
putoemrai game. 2006 was labeled
a dream sea* vi.
That same label can be applied
to this year's GVSU club hockey
campaign Altfxxigh the learn failed
to bring a championship back
to Allendale, the fact it earned a
spot in natxvuls for the first time
in program history is reawvi to
celebrate
But just as n the case with this
year’s Tigers. GVSU club hockey
will now be held to a higher
standard. Anythmg slvvt of a
national title next year for the I-aken

»

will likely be a disappointment.
There is a double-edged
swrvd in sports from high school
on up With success comes an
increase in respect recognition
and likelihood that prospects will
want to play. On the flip side, there
are higher expectations and more
disappointment if you come up
short
After this year’s appearance in
nationals, next year's team will have
a bull's-eye on its hack and more
pressure to win from the fans, hut
one thing is for sure — the leakers
will have the talent to make a
serious run at a national title
Although the Lakers will
lone a great gnahender in Chris
Moore, freshman Grant Lyon and
sophomore Kevin Chapman are
ready and able to take Mocvr's
place between the pipes.
Also returning are team captain
Nale Mining and alternate captain
Andrew BeHer They arc two great
leaders who can wreak havoc on
defenses
On the defensive side. GVSU
will welcome back two freshmen.
Jason Brown and Kyle Gorka. who
have been described by players
and coaches as the future of Laker
hockey
That n not to mention this year’s
leading goal scorer. Nick Biondo
and assists leader. Jake Erway. Both
are freshmen and wifl hopefully be
shredding defenses m laker blue for
yean to come.
And that is just scratching the
surface
The taken have all the tools
they need to meet whatever
expectabons are placed upivi them,
and the experience gamed this year
should help them do just that
That ia not to sav the taken

can just show up next year and
the national title wifl fall in their
laps. Even with their talent, they
still have worit todo if they want a
serious chance at bringing home a
championship.
Above all else. GVSU must cut
down an the number of penalties it
takes. Too often this year the lakers
built momentum, only to see it
wiped away by trips to the box.
To GVSU’s credit, the officiating
this year has been inconsistent at
best, but there are only so many
times the officials can be blamed for
penalties
Biondo scored the most goals
for his team, but he also led the
team in penalty minutes. Excluding
nationals. Biondo spent 151 minutes
in the penalty box this year. To put
that number in perspective, that's
more than one and a half games
worth of time spent in the box and
63 minutes mtve than any other
Laker
In additxvi to decreasing the
amount of penalties. GVSU wifl
have to find a way to become a
stronger first penod learn
The Lakers proved time and
time again that they are capable of
making late comebacks, but as the
Colorado Stale University game
demtxistralrd. they cannot always
rely on thud penod rallies to win
games
If the Lakers can address these
issues, with the amount of talent
they have craning back, they should
be able to reach natavials for a
second consecutive year.
Far their sake. I hope they can.
Making it to finals was cause for
celebration, but a failure to advance
past the first round next year wifl not
he as wed received.

opposing inftcklers
“The top of the order picked it up
a lot more than I thought they would,
being the first games of the .season."
she said. ‘The bottom of the order
was just catching bod breaks.”
After Winona Stale. GVSU
had a day to rest and prepare for a
doubieheadrr against Ohfo Valley
University.
The Lakers split the twin bill w ith
the Fighting Scots, winning the first
game $-2 and Rising the second 1-0.
GVSU then rattled off three

straight wins before failing in backto-bock games against two Florida
schools. Bam University and
Florida Gulf Coast University .
However, the Lakers rebounded
to finish the trip strong with a 2-0
win versus Mars Hill College and
Nova Southeastern University 6-5.
Junior infiekler Kristin Moieski.
who went three for three with a run
scared and an RBI in the final game,
said the Florida trip is important to
prepare for the conference season.
"He (Woods) need to see what

we can do." she said. "People are
starting to get used to one another.”
Anjelich echoed her teammate.
The biggest thing that is going
to help the team out is how everyone
gets okxig.” she said. ”1 think our
team is getting akxig so well. We
.ire just going out there and enjoying
ourselves.”
The Lakers were slated to play a
tournament at Lewis University this
weekend, but it has been canceled.
They will resume play Tuesday at
Olivet College.
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MIDWEST
The Eagles shoot well at 44 percent but If their guards
cannot produce. MSU wins easily Neitzel is playing
unconscious this season, nailing every big triple he takes
If Morgan and Suton can provide scoring Inside for the
Sparuns. MSU moves on to face North Carolina in the
second round.

Nova has a lot of talent for such a high s«-nd CurtiV

Florida. Maryland Oregon.Wisconsin

Surnptn is a beast on both mvds of the flnoi and the

WEST

matchup with Randolph Morns will be mural Novas

K anus. If*next, her UCLA

guard play will prove to be (be diff> tepee in the game

SOUTH

with the motion offense Mot ns las a big game, but
Nova flits too many tuples

OSU. long Beach Sute. Texas A4M Mempiet
EAST

fl-K
U oj

N Carolina. Texas. Oral Roberts. Georgetown
Vill.mova 70. Kentucky 64

MSU 67. Marquette 60

MIDWEST
I haven't seen Detroit reporters this excited about an
athlete since Big Ben left town. Neitzel is a darvrmg
flame for these media moths, and he's pretty ablaze
on the court too In the teams' last matchup (March
13. 1959) MSU conquered. 74-69. Look for history to
repeat itself

Thursday'% game w/ll be one of finer m the first round

Florida. Maryland. Notre Dame.Wisconsin

pitting former national champions against each other

WEST

frosh Jodie Meeks bungs young talent and All-America
grace to the hardwood, so watch turn w this match

Kansas. S. IDetots. Duke UCLA

SOUTH

Kentucky's leg up statistics enforce why it is the

BYU.Virgma. Texas AAM. Nevada

better team

EAST
Michigan State.Arkansas. Oral Rebel ts. Georgetown
MSU 80. Marquette 74

Kentucky 68. Viltanova 62

Marquette's best player is sitting out with a hand injury
and I am sucking with Neitzel as the best player in the
Big 10 Take him off that team and Tom Izzo probably
would have been institutionalized by now. Sate will see
the round of 32. but It has no chance of reaching
the Sweet 16.

Kentucky has never tost a first round game in the

MIDWEST

NCAA tournament

Florida, Maryland. Notre Deme.Wisconsin

WEST
Kanws.W Tech. Duke. UCLA

SOUTH
OSU. Tennessee. Texas.ARM Memphis

EAST
N Carotins.Texas.W* State. Georgetown
Kentucky 6S.Vrilanova 62

MSU 64. Marquette S9

The only thing worse than going I • 10 on the road is
when that one win comes at Penn Sute MSU does not
deserve a nine seed and Izzo said he was happy |ust to
be in the tourney That's good coach, because that's all
you are going to accomplish Marquette will win the
right to lose to UNC two nights later.

If you listen to the UK faithful. Tubby is on the hot

scat
a

to

That is not really the case, but all the attention

MIDWEST
Honda. Maryland. Wmthrop Wisconsin

WEST

so-called down year should have the Cats ready

to ball I'm looking to sec
Ashley Judd s

fact

a

nice b'g smile oil my girl

Kansas Va Tech. Duke. UCLA

SOUTH

when this one is Over ,

N. Carolina. Texas. Wi Sute

Georgetown

EAST
OSU, Tennessee Texas A6M Memphis
Marquette S9.MSU SI

Kentucky 72.Villanova 67

Men’s track boasts program’s best finish at NCAA championship
Team takes eighth
place during twoday event, five
Lakers earn allAmerican honors
By Brian Beaupied
(iVl. StaJJ ISW/er

GW Antiiw I Kate Siown
Making strides: Senior Psychology 6 Corporate Fitness major Mike Bigney runs
the t S00 Mete- at the Grand <tap*h Championships last season

The Grand Valley
Suite
University men's track and
held leant posted the program's
highest finish at the NCAA indixtr
championships held in Boston
during spring break.
The eighth pluce
finish
improved the squad's previous
best finish hy two places.
The Inkers recorded 25 points
dunng the two-duy event held
Friday and Saturday. After day
one of competition, the team sat in
a tic for sixth place, but dmpped
two spots in the standings on day
two. The leant finished AT points
behind tint place University of St
Augustine
Sophomore voulter Bryant
Wilson recorded the school's first
individual title in the pole vault

event with a winning jump of 17
feet 5 3/4 inches He was one of
five laikcrv to cam all-American
honors at (Ik* championships.
Wilson’s performance came as
little surprise to head coach Jerry
Baltes
"Wc knew Bryant was cupahk*
of accomplishing un individual
championship.'' he said "He was
very impressive It marks the third
mdivkiual title we won over the
past two days and that is something
wc an: all very excited about "
Billies said he also enjoyed
watching the team's overall
performance
"I am pleased w ith how well our
men did at the championships this
year.” he said. "Each year we have
been able to score nave points and
move up in the rankings.”
Other lakers recording allAmerican honors in Boston were
senior throwers Charles Smith and
Nick Nalalc. along with juniors
Garron Lucius und Nate Peck.
Smith placed fourth in the weight
throw with a toss of 62-5 1/4.
whik* Natak* placed sixth in the
event with a throw just more than
60 feel. Lucius posted a fifth place
finish in 60-mctcr hurdles with

a time of 8.14 seconds and Peck
placed sixth in the 5.000-mctcr
run with a lime of 14:16.29.
Nine l.ukcr men made the trip
to the championships to represent
the team. Those who made the
trip had either hit qualifying
marks in events throughout the
indoor season or were selected to
participate. Baltes said.
Baltes will have to keep the
men focused on transitioning to
the nutdrxir track season, which
kicks of] March 31 with the Grand

Rapids Open.
“Wc simply have to get back
u> work and know that wc have
ufKXhcr championship to prepare
for in the outdoor season,” he
said.
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weetne bill for one month m
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Men's tennis takes four
matches, drops to Rollins
Orlando games
prove easy wins
for GVSU until
Rollins College
matchup
By Jeff Schipper
GVL Stpff Writer

GVl Arrhrat / Ktlty Stgtrow
Senior guard Taushauna Churchwell drives the ball to the basket during a game agamst Hillsdale College
earlier this season The Lakers defeated the Chargers 64 S4

Taking it home:

Lakers fall out
early this season
Gannon University
knocks out
defending national
champions in first
round of play
By Brandon Watson
GVL Assistant Sports Editor

ROMEOVTLLE, III - When
a defending national champion is
knocked out in the first round, the
news spreads like wikifire.
The Grand Valley State Uni
versity women’s basket hall team
had its season come to a surprising
end in the first round of the NCAA
Tournament when Gannon Univer
sity ended the Lakers' dream for
back-to-back national champion
ship crowns with a 66-59 victory.
“We played excellent today,"
Golden Knight head coach Cleve
Wright said. ‘Getting out to an ear
ly lead and hitting our shots at key
moments in the game put us over

the top."
The Lakers, who finished atop
the North Division of the Great
Lakes Intercollegiate Athletic Con
ference with a 21-7 record, were
stunned by the 3-point shooting
and inside presence of the Golden
Knights. Gannon finished atop
the South Division of the GLIAC.
sporting the best record in the con
ference.
In the only prior head-to-head
meeting on the season. Gannon de
feated GVSU. 69-60. Laker head
coach Dawn Plit/uweit said her
team had learned from the loss and
was ready for the tournament.
“Our kids gave the best effort all
season king." Plitzuweit said. "But
Gannon deserves lot of credit. They
were converting on most of their
shots and hitting big ones too. They
did what they had to.”
Gannon got out to a dominant
15-3 lead early behind 10 quick
pouits from junior guard Ashley
Lowdermilk. including a deep tri
ple from NBA range The Lakers.

backed by nine points in four min
utes from senior guard Erika Rys
kamp. battled back to cut the lead
to just three points.
Lowdermilk. who did not miss
a shot in the first half, and the Gold
en Knights continued to hit from
downtown to push the lead hack to
12 with less than a minute remain
ing. Despite 12 turnovers in the first
half. Gannon took a nine-point ad
vantage at the half.
“I felt very confident about my
shot in the first half." Lowdermilk
said. "I was getting gcxxl looks and
I just kept hitting my shots "
Senior guard Casey England
had seven pouits in the first half,
while GVSU held the inside threat
of senior forward Christina Jackson
to four poinLs. Gannon shot 48 per
cent from the fkx* in the first half,
including five triples
The Lakers stormed out of the
break with a seven point barrage
to trim the Gannon lead to two.
England then answered the call for
See Women's Bball, B7

The spring break trip south
was more about business
than pleasure for the Grand
Valley
State
University
men’s tennis team.
The Lakers traveled to
Orlando, Fla. last week for
some match play before
opening
up
conference
action.
“It was a good trip for
us." said GVSU head tennis
coach John Black. “We were
able to take on some tough
competition and obtain some
good team bonding.”
Having played indoors
for the majority of its young
season, the team's first task
was adjusting to outdoor
performance.
“We had a couple of days
to practice before we had
our matches.” Black said.
“It gave the guys some time
to adjust to the warmer
weather.”
The Lakers started off
with a 6-3 victory against
Coe College, a squad ranked
at No. 30 in NCAA Division
III.
Following their win versus
Coe. the Lakers dismantled
all three of their next
opponents. GVSU skunked
Sacred Heart. St. Ambrose
and Clark universities.
"We played very well
overall,” Black said. "We
had a couple of easy matches
... and some tougher ones
that we kept pretty close.”
The men played dual
matches for most of the
break, causing Black to make

some shifts in the lineup.
”1 tried to rotate the
players around a bit so that
they could get some rest
between matches,” he said.
The final opponents from
Rollins College were ranked
No. 16 in NCAA Division II
and presented the toughest
challenge for the Lakers.
The tandem of senior
Adam
Sandusky
and
freshman Tony Dang were
the only men to defeat
opponents
from
Rollins.
After a grueling match, they
were able to edge Jonathon
Gome/ and Brian Compton
of Rollins, 9-7.
"We played very well
in our doubles matches
against Rollins,” Black said.
"Everyone definitely brought

their 'A' games and kept the
matches very competitive.
Once we got on the court we
were still able to play out
long points and have some
close matches.”
Despite its effort, GVSU
fell 8-1.
Black said the trip was a
big step in getting the men
geared up for conference
play.
“We're back to practicing
indoors,” he said. "We need
to give 100 percent efTort
so that we can get some
wins against our conference
foes.”
The team will travel
to Midland. Mich. Friday
to take
on
Northwood
University, ranked No. 9 in
Division II.

GVl Archrat / Anna Schwjllrar
On point: Junior Mike Bambini hits the ball at the net during practice for the
men's tennis team last fall
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an
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Collapse in wins ruins lady Lakers’ run
By Brandon Watson
GVL Assistant Sports Editor

Losing the last three games
of a season is not something a
defending national champion
should do.
Yet the Grand Valley State
University women's basketball
team dropped three in a row to
end the season. With a veteranfilled starting lineup returning,
the season looked bright for a
prime run at another national
crown.
It did not end the way it
should have.
So why did the team get
bumped in the first round?
It was not coaching. It was
not effort and it had nothing to
do with bad officiating.
Gannon University had the
perfect game plan The Golden
Knights hit early triples to force
GVSU to edge out and defend
those shots, leaving double
team help inside nonexistent
The inside scoring held the
Lakers in check during the
second half, and ultimately sent
them home with the horror of
having to wait another year to
rid themselves of the bitter taste
of defeat.
This early exit is going to
hurl Leadership from seniors
Julia Braseth. Erika Ryskamp
and Taushauna Churchwell

arc going to
have to be
replaced. All
three players
served as an
integral pari
to a national
title last season
| and helped this
year's team
get out to a hot
start
They just seemed to run out
of gas. With the expectations
and getting the best shot from
every single team, it only makes
sense.
For head coach Dawn
Plit/uweit and her team,
the slump just came at an
unfortunate time. Sure, the
effort was there, but the bounces
and breaks did not go their
way the last month When
those breaks are in favor of
the opponent, it is not easy to
overcome
There is an old adage in
basketball when teams like
to chuck it from downtown
You've heard of it. “live by the
three, die by the three.“ GVSU
died by the three The Lakers
were in the top five all season
in 3-point held goal percentage
and finished the season at 38
percent from beyond the arc.
In their last three games,
players shot 22. 26 and 22

percent from deep. When shots
are not falling for a team the
way they have been all season
long, the chance to climb back
into a game when down double
digits is almost impossible.
Next season. Plit/uweit
and her coaching staff will
need to make changes. With
new players assuming the
roles, defensive schemes
and responsibility must be
addressed.
The Lakers' lop scorer and
GLIAC North First Teamer
Crystal Zick will shoulder the
leadership role.
The team has talent,
competent coaching and the
ability to rebound from a bad
ending Zick. with an improved
game, will have a season
unparalleled in the conference
next year.
I am not saying she alone
can take the Udren to another
national championship
appearance, but her leadership
should keep those around her
focused and motivated.
Plit/uweit and her team
worked loo hard all season long
to fall apart the way they did.
Next season, the target on their
backs will not be nearly as big
Despite the collapse, the
leakers should keep their sights
on the 2007-2008 campaign and
the next championship run.
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History
Day calls
for student
knowledge

Campus
Ministry
travels to
aid others

By Brandon Manus
GVL Staff Writer

Students venture to
several volunteer
destinations,
including Mexico,
Seattle, Jamaica
By Dana Blinder
GVL Staff Writer

Few students can say the
highlight of their spring
break was pouring concrete
to make a cement floor.
For Campus Ministry
participant
Bethany
Michowski. it was just that.
Michowski,
who
traveled to the Dominican
Republic to help rebuild
a family’s home, was
one of the 366 Campus
Ministry participants who
volunteered during spring
break.
"The house (that I worked
on), which is smaller than
my GVA apartment, had
dirt floors, which obviously
had a lot of bugs and made
cleaning
impossible,”
Michowski said. "We laid a
simple concrete floor in two
rooms ... and I've rarely
seen people so excited.”
She added the experience
helped her realize what
resources she has compared
to others.
"I have never in my life
had to worry about having
a floor in my home or in
any building I've ever
been in,” she said. "The
family's
gratitude
was
overwhelming.”
In
addition
to
the
Dominican Republic. Grand
Valley
State
University
students involved in Campus
Ministry’s spring break
trips traveled to Seattle.
Los Angeles. Tallahassee.
Fla., Staten Island, N.Y.,
Colorado.
Mexico
and
Jamaica.
Led by fellow students
who had participated in
previous trips, groups of
eight to IS members gave
up the idea of partying in
the sun to help others in
need.
‘‘It is a way of getting out
of the bubble we tend to live
in and experience the life of
others to break stereotypes,
and to realize there is so
much more to life than
just the college way.” said
senior Kellie Kuperus.
Junior Melissa Millard
volunteered
in
the
Dominican Republic by
building
sidewalks that
prevent flooding in homes
and streets.
"It was so enjoyable
to work hard for people
who deserve these types of
commodities,” Millard said.
”We felt so honored and
blessed that they allowed
us to come into their homes
and assist them in any way
they needed.”
As a mission leader for
Campus Ministry, Patrice
Wade led her team through
Staten Island. N.Y., where
her group focused on issues
with AIDS and the homeless
in the area.
She said during the week
the group worked in soup
kitchens, drop-in centers for
the homeless, food pantries,
helped with clerical work
and sorted clothes.
"What stood out most to
me were the people working
or volunteering with the
organization,” Wade said.
"They have such passion
and heart for what they are
doing.”
Although some students
have participated in Campus
Ministry trips before, others,
such as Michowski. were
first-time participants.
Michowski
said
she
heard about the trips and
great
experiences
from
friends, prompting her to
get involved.
“I had no expectations
going into this trip, but (it)
was more than I could have
ever hoped for.” she said.

Courtesy Photo I Crista I Untor
On top of th« world Participants Tim Joseph. Crista Kinter. Rakki Sowinski and Faiema Husami stand on top of a dumpster after completely filling it with debris from
inside the house they worked on The group spent the week tearing down the drywalt and insulation from the inside of the house

Students’ support spans U.S.
Alternative Spring Break participants set out to various locations for volunteer work
By Laura Mazade
GVL Laker Life Editor

Rather
than
relaxing.
Alternative
Spring
Break
participants spent their time
off volunteering throughout
the country.
This year. 200 students from
Grand Valley State University
traveled to IS spring break
locations to volunteer.
Groupsof 11 students packed
their bags to work and learn
about different issues, ranging
from disaster relief to wildlife
refuge and cultural awareness
to youth and poverty.
“I wanted to leave with
something more than just a
hangover for spring break and
a feeling that I did something
good versus going on the
traditional
spring
break.”
said animal rights participant
Ashley Colvin.
By getting involved in
Alternative Spring Breaks,
Colvin
said
participants
found a new experience that
others missed by not helping a
community.
"You make an impact on
someone else’s life," she said.
“(The participants) are also
sent with people who have had
no interaction with each other,
but you end up having 11
strangers turn into II friends."
For Geoff Hickox, getting
involved in this year's trips
through Alternative Spring
Break facilitated his own
personal growth.
"I learned what is truly
important about life and about
myself as a person and it made
me grateful for a lot of things.”
he said.
Hickox's
group
helped
rebuild a home that was
destroyed by Hurricane Ivan
in Florida through the disaster
relief program.
He said meeting the family

and getting to know the
children who lived in the home
added to the trip's impact.
"It's an amazing experience
to talk with the people we arc
helping and hear their stories,”
he said. "It moves something
within you that can't be
moved by just watching it
on television, and it makes a
positive impact on someone's
life."
During the week, groups
took time to reflect on their
days and discuss what occurred
during their volunteer time.
The reflection time is
what builds self-awareness to
remind the participants why
they are volunteering. Hickox
said.
"Volunteering is important,
but reflection facilitates the
changes in people to show how
the experience will impact
others for a while." he said.
“It's great to go and volunteer
for a week, but what's better
is coming back and being
changed as a person."
As a fourth-time participant.
Megan
Saxe
agreed that
reflection time is an important
part of the trips.
“(The participants) get a
deeper understanding, not just
that these people need help, but
why they need help and that
the issue exists and how we
can go about doing something
about it.” Saxe said.
For Saxe. Alternative Spring
Break has not only helped her
with personal growth but also
allowed her to apply what she
learned in the classroom to her
volunteer work.
This year. Saxe participated
in the river restoration group
that planted trees, helped
clean up the environment and
worked on a natural spring, a
mam source of water for the
community.
"Through ASB. I got to
see unique situations that I

wouldn't have been able to do
before." she said. "I worked
in an inner-city school, exotic
w ildlife refuge and got to see a
natural spring."
Youth
and
education
participant John Ranville said
the experience left him with
new friends and has prompted
him to get involved in other
volunteer opportunities.
"It's
a
life
changing

experience where you get to
meet 10 or II new friends and
become close with them and
provide a service for others
that you wouldn't meet or see
otherwise." Ranville said. "It
was a bittersweet feeling. At
one time I was excited to go
home, but then sad to leave
the kids I was starting to make
connections with.”

West Michigan elementary,
middle and high school stu
dents will have the opportuni
ty to showcase their expertise
at the Michigan History Day
western regional contest.
Grand Valley State Uni
versity will sponsor the annu
al event for students in West
Michigan on Saturday.
Michigan History Day is
an annual competition open
to fourth through 12th grade
students across the state, al
lowing students to take a
hands-on approach when
learning about the state’s his
tory. Students research a proj
ect and submit a writing sam
ple on a topic of their choice
within the theme of “triumph
and tragedy." according to the
event’s Web site. Students
then explain their project
through literature, art, music,
drama or visual communica
tion.
“GVSU and the history de
partment have supported this
event for quite some time,
and I think it the best thing in
history instruction and one of
the best opportunities for kids
to learn what historians do.”
said Sean O'Neill, regional
and state coordinator for
Michigan History Day.
This year, more than 160
students from local schools
will participate in hopes of
advancing the state finals in
Dearborn. Mich, and eventu
ally the National History Day
finals at the University of
Maryland.
See History Day, B7

(616) 245-7511

An easy and
convenient
location!

Only 1/4 mile from*
Main GV Entrance
3 &4 Bedroom*
Townhomes*
2 full Baths
Central Air
On-site Managers
Shuttle Bus Stop on site
Dishwasher, Microwave
Washer and Dryer

large Bedrooms and
FREE Cable in EVERY Unit!
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Attorneys agree to maintain crime
scene for one week in Grant case
By Jeff Karoub
Associated Press Writer

AP Photo / P*Mo Martin*; Monwvalf
Exchanging thoughts: U S President George W Bush, right, and Mexican President fetipe Calderon, left, talk during an arrival
ceremony at Hacienda Temoron. m Temo/on Sur Mexico. Tuesday

Mexican president says
U.S. needs to do more
Bush seeks to mend
ties, but Mexico
criticizes border
fence, U.S. drug
appetites
By Tom Raum
Associated Press Writer

MERIDA,
Mexico
(AP)
■ — President Bush sought to
soothe strained ties with Mexico
on Tuesday by promising to prod
Congress to overhaul tough U.S.
immigration policies. But Mexican
President Felipe Calderon critici/ed
U.S plans for a 70Q-rruJe border
fence and said Bush mast do more
to curb American drug appetites
Mexico was the last stop on
Bash's five-nation Latin American
tour, and the one where the political
stakes seemed the highest.
Bash walked a high wire: He
wants to improve frayed ties over
immigration and drug trafficking
and the Iraq war. but without
alienating supporters bock home,
particularly Republican lawmakers
advocating stiff penalties against
undocumented workers
The president also was distracted
by problems at home.
Attorney
General
Alberto
Gon/ales acknowledged mistakes
were made in the firing of eight
federal prosecutors, and that the
White House was involved in
discussions of who would be
dismissed and when.

This was Bash's first meeting
with Calderon since the Harvard
educated Mexican conservative
took office Dec. I after a razor-thin
victory.
They clashed, though gently.
Welcoming Bash to a restored
hacienda on the sun-drenched
Yucatan Peninsula Calderon said it
would be hard to reduce Mexico's
drug production while demand
remains high in the United States.
"We need the collaboration
and the active participation of our
neighbor." Calderon said.
Bush and Calderon — both
pm-business conservatives —
acknowledged their differences and
vowed to work together
Calderon said it was time
for a fresh start to “direct our
relationship toward a path of mutual
prosperity"
“Geography has made our
countries neighbors, but the choice
we've made for each other is a
choice for freedom.” Bush said.
“And that choice has made as
friends."
Happy talk aside, relations
between the two neighbors have
worsened since Bush last year
signed a law calling for construction
of fencing along the long bonier
the two countries share Calderon
has ridiculed the fence — a mix
of physical and high-tech harriers
and likens it to the Berlin W.ill
Calderon argued the fence
would do little to stem illegal
migration But he also praised
Bash for pushing for immigration
reforms, and acknowledged that

impmving economic conditions and
generating more jobs in Mexico “is
the only way in order to truly solve
the migratory issue.”
It is questionable w hether the full
700-mile fence will be built. A bill
authorizing the fence did not come
with any new funding, and the $1.2
billion that Congress previously
approved is not enough. A 14 mile
stretch under construction in the
San Diego area is estimated to cost
$126.5 million
Homeland Security Secretary
Michael Chertoff noted border
officials say it may be unnecessary
ti t build all 700 miles of the fence.
Bush has been having a hard
time lining up support from his own
Republican Party for his proposals
to establish a guest worker program
and a path to citizenship for some
of the 12 million undocumented
workers already in the United
States. He has said he hopes for
movement, at least in the Senate,
by August, but he faces daunting
obstacles.
“in the debate on migration.
I remind my fellow citizens that
family values do not stop at the Rio
Grande River, that there are decent,
hardworking honorable citizens of
Mexico who want to make a living
for their families,” Bush said as he
stood beside Calderon. “And so.
Mr. President, my pledge to you
and your government — but. more
importantly, the people of Mexico
— is I will work as hard as I
possibly can to pass comprehensive
immigration reform.''

ROMEO. Mich. (AP) - The
family of a slain suburban Detroit
woman now has a time line for
when it can lay her to nest
The remains of Tara Lynn
Grant and the crime scene both
will preserved for one more
week
under an agreement
reached Monday by prosecutors
and attorneys representing the
woman’s husband, who is accused
in her death and the mutilation of
her corpse.
Prosecutors and attorneys
representing
Stephen
Grant
borrowed a judge's library for
more than three hours to negotiate
the
agreements
stemming
from motions filed by defease
lawyers Stephen Rahaut and Gail
Pamuknv
District Judge Denis LeDuc
signed the deals during a hearing
m a Macomb County courthouse
about 40 miles north of Detroit
The defease lawyers sought
the exteasmn so defease experts
could conduct their own tests in
preparation for Grant's trial on
charges of first-degree murder and
dismemberment of a body
Rahaut said he did not want to
delay bunal plans and expected
that the defense experts could
complete
their examinations
within the week. After the hearing,
he said he was satisfied with the
agreement but declined further
comment.
Tara Grant's sister. Alicia
Standerfer. said Monday night
the family was waiting for the
remains to be released so a funeral
and burial could be arranged in
Escanaba. about 15 miles from the
Upper Peninsula town of Perkins
where Tara Grant grew up
Stephen Grant was arraigned
last week in the death of his wife,
a 34-year-old businesswoman and
mother of two who last was seen
alive Feb 9. He reported his wife
missing to authorities five days
later.
Grant went before television

cameras, crying, begging her to
come home But he disappeared
March 2 after investigators began
searching the couple's home in
Washington Township. 30 miles
north of Detroit
During the search, investigators
found Tara Grant's torso in the
garage Other body parts turned
up in a nearby pork
Stephen Grant was caught
early March 4 in Wilderness Stale
Park, about 225 miles north on
Lake Michigan
Macomb County Prosecutor
Eric Smith said the crime scene
includes the Grant's home. can.
the park and the tooi-and-die shop
where Grant worked with his
father Authorities say her body
was dismembered at the shop.
The defease lawyers also
sought a gag order that would
have prevented attorneys and
others from discussing the pubis,
details surrounding Tara Grant's
death
The judge granted a motion
opposing the gag order filed by
Herschel Fink, an attorney for the
I>etroit Free Press. Fink suggested
to the attorneys during their
meeting that they agree to uphold
existing state courl rules regarding
professional conduct.
"It doesn't prohibit them from
talking — just not make statements

that would... prejudice a fair trial."
Fink said.
As pan of their investigation.
Macomb County Prosecutor Eric
Smith said Monday authorities
would like to speak with the Grant
family’s 19-year-old former au
pair. She returned to her home
in Germany shortly after Grant
reported his wife missing
Grant. 37. provided authorities
with conflicting information about
whether he had an affair with
the nanny, according to reports
published last week
Grant
told
authorities
during a confession that he was
romantically involved with Verena
Dierkes. The Detroit News and the
Free Press reported, each citing a
source close to the investigation
that they did nor name But Grant
also denied the claim, the papers
said.
Efforts by The Associated Press
to reach Dierkes in Germany have
been unsuccessful
Smith said his office has been
told that it could take six months
just to get approval for German
police to interview her.
Smith said Monday there
was no indication Dierkes had
any involvement in Tara Grant's
killing or in covering up a crime.
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AP Photo / Cortot Otorio
Under watchful eye: Stephen Grant n escorted out of his arraignment before

Judge Dems LeDuc at the Macomb County Sheriff's Office m Mount Clemens.
M<h . March 6 Grant is accused of killing and dismembering his wife Tara Lynn
Grant m Washington Township. Mich
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BANNER REGISTRATION
begins on March 19,2007
For your convenience, the Office of
the Registrar has davalopad a
stap-by-stap process to assist you
with explaining how to register for
classes in the Banner system.
The link may be found at

www.gvsu.Bdu/rcgister.
Click on "How to Register for
Classes in Banner." You may also
choose to print a copy of these
procedures.

Manufactured Homes
Starting at $699/mo.
•Close to Campus ^
• 3 Bedrooms / 2 Baths
• Individual Driveways and Parking
• All Kitchen Appliances
• Washer/Dryer
• Central Air
• Pet Friendly
Taking Applications Starting

FURTHER, you should prepare
for registration by completing
the following tasks...

March I*1
For Spring & Summer Move-ins

Make certain you can log onto Banner. Don't forget you will need your
. / "G" number. If you forgot your "G" number, please go to MyAcademic
Y Records and log into SISWeb Student Login and click on Banner login
information. Under Banner Student ID in SISWeb, your "G" number will
be displayed.
4/ Ensure that you do not have any holds on your account. If you do, make
T
certain to take care of these matters before you attempt to register.
Y

Check your registration status to make certain you know when you will
be able to register.

banncr@gvsu.edu

Deal I
Note. All duulicanti must comoletc a rental aoolicdlion and be auofoved for community residency.
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Wrestlers
continued from pogt B1

Both wrestlers also had their
share of close calls along the way.
“I had never wrestled the
lud before,” Mendez said about
hu 10-9 championship victory
against Mtcah Amruzowicz from
Apprentice School. “It was a really
close match and never thought for a
second I had it sealed up ”
Only when Johnson escaped
with a 17-7 overtime victory in his
quarterfinals match against Ohio
State University's Julian Valencia
did he think he had a legitimate
shot at repeating
“I just tried not to think about
wrestling." he said. “I get really
nervous before matches, so not
thinking about wrestling kind of
helped to keep me focused.”

Men's Bball
continued from pogt B1

to have an all-GLIAC final. I
thought we played pretty well against
them our last time out and could
sneak by them, but it was also nice
ntf having k) deal with their home
court advantage ”
The Lakers advanced to the
regional final with a pair of wins
over Quincy University and the
University of Southern Indiana.
GVSU entered the tournament
as the No. 3 seed and claimed an 8575 win Saturday over No. 6 seeded
Quincy.
With the game bed. Caihart hit
a 3- pointer at the 10:45 mark of the

Women's Bball
continued from page B4

the Golden Knights, hitting three
consecutive shots, including two
triples
Wnght noticing the Lakers were
having to edge out to cover on 3point attempts, decided to have his
team attack from the paint Jackson,
who had a quiet first half, got the
bull and scored at will, even with the
tough defense of GVSU senior cen
ter Julia Braseth. The lead swelled to
12 points as the Golden Knights took
control of the game.
"Our uitenor offense really got
going in the second half,” Wnght

TVack
continued from page B1

Mandi as she won another
national

championship

title.”
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Baseball

History Day

continued from page B1

continued from pogt 85

9-6.
GVSU catcher senior Nick
Smith was anything but surprised
by the team's success.
”1 think it kind of turned
out exactly how we thought it
would,” Smith said. “Defense
was great. Hitting was really
good and our pitchers got the job
done.”
Third baseman senior Lee
VanStreain, who is tied with
freshman Cory Maguire for the
best batting average at .452. said
the hitting needs to continue,
but the pitching is still most
important.
“There’s no question that
our hitting is our strength.” he
said. “It’s going to be up to the
pitchers. If we get good pitching
there is no question we can get
back to the World Series and do
some damage.”
The Lakers will look to notch
four more victories this weekend
with two doubleheaders. They
are slated to play Ohio Valley
University on Saturday and
Mercyhurst College Sunday.

Students can enter as indi
viduals or in groups. Entrants
are separated into three cat
egories: youth (grades 4-5),
junior (grades 6-8) and se
nior (grades 9-12). All will be
judged based on their written
statement, overall presentation
and a personal interview con
ducted by three judges. The
judges are made up of GVSU
faculty and graduates along
with local teachers and histo
rians.
“Many of the judges come
right out of GVSU’s history
department,” O’Neill said.
Students involved can build
self confidence, develop bet

Despite the score, it was not all
clear sailing for the Lakers They
took a hit early in the tournament
when sophomore Richard Doherty
went down with a broken leg.
“Richard beat the guy. an all
American who took second last
year, and had a pretty good shot at
placing for us.” head coach Rick
Bolhuis saxl.
The Lakers sent 22 wrestlers
to the tournament. Thirteen placed
in the top eight of their respective
weight
classes.
Sophomore
John Aikens fell just short of the
championship at 197 pounds,
dropping an £-2 decision to Toledo
University's Adam Murray.
Bolhuis, who is in his first year
as head coach and competed for
GVSU in college to win back-toback titles, could not have asked for

anything more.
“I’m really satisfied with the
results.” he said. ‘To come in and
obtain our ultimate goal was really
rewarding.The guys worked hard,
were a product of the program,
bought into the philosophy and got
the job done ”
Bolhuis said the leadership from
the wrestlers who were there for
the championship last year and the
depth of his squad led to the success
on the mats.
“We have high caliber wrestlers
who work their tails off everyday,”
he said. “We were prepared, and
we outworked our opponents. The
experience that Billy has from
w inning it last year and Joe being a
four-time state champ and runnerup last year really showed through
for us.”

first half to spark a 9-0 run by the
Lakers. Their lead did not slip below
six points for the remainder of the
contest
Jamerson finished with a gamehigh 20 points and Eziukwu totaled
17 points and eight rebounds. Carhart
and Hall added 14 points apiece
GVSU followed that game up
with a 90-83 victory on Sunday over
No. 2 Southern Indiana.
The Lakers led by 15 points with
seven and a half minutes remaining,
but the Screaming Eagles cut the
lead to three with 44 seconds to go.
GVSU sealed the victory by making
six of eight frre-thnrw attempts in
the closing moments.

Eziukwu had his best game of
the tournament with a career-high
28 points and grabbed 10 rebounds.
He was helped out by Jamerson (20).
senior Dan Redder (16) and Carhart
(13).
The Lakers also competed in the
conference tournament earlier in the
week. They fell to Findlay 71-61 in
the GLLAC championship game.
Eziukwu turned in another tine
performance with 21 points and 10
rebounds.
The Lakers will compete in
the NCAA Division U Elite Eight
Wednesday versus Barton College.
The game will be at noon in
Springfield. Mass.

said “And defensively, we really
kept Braseth out of the paint and
didn't give up easy shots.”
Braseth and the Lakers began
to chip away at the lead making a
run and cutting it in half. Every time
GVSU mounted a comeback. Gan
non reclaimed the momentum and
stifle the Lakers.
With just less than two minutes
left in the game, the Lakers cut the
lead down to five after a contested
jumper by Ryskamp tickled the
twine, but it was not enough.
Lowdermilk led all scorers with
24 points, while Jackson added 16
and England chipped in 15. Even
with 20 turnovers in the contest the

Golden Knights managed to shoot
48 percent for the game, including
eight triples.
Ryskamp finished with 21 points
in her final game, while Braseth
was the only other Laker in double
figures with 10 points. Sophomore
guard Jenny Steffen gave the Lakers
21 minutes off of the bench, scoring
nine points. GVSU shot 43 percent
from the floor.
“We did all we could do." Plitzuweit said ‘There were times in the
game and during the season where
things didn't bounce our way. That's
basketball, and it was tough when
we weren't getting the breaks we
needed”

on defense from start to
finish.
Their effort, backed by
Moore in net, resulted in a 2-1
win.
Failing to advance out
of the first round was a
disappointment for many, but
Laker junior Phil Murray said
he was still thrilled to be a
part of GVSU’s first national
tournament team.
“It's amazing, you get calls
from guys that have graduated
and they’re just like. Thank
you for finally doing this,’”
Murray said. “It just feels good
because we've been so close in
the past.”
Moore said he was also
happy to make nationals before
leaving GVSU.
“It's been one of the most
talented teams I've ever been
on,” he said. “It’s just a great
way to go out.”

Baltes said. “Her hard work and
dedication has paid off."
Other Laker women with
all-American honors included
senior Stacey Kandas, who

placed sixth behind Zemba in the
5,000, junior Susie Rivard, who
placed sixth in the mile run and
freshman Maegan Doyen, who
finished eighth in the high jump.

The team is now preparing for
the upcoming start to the outdoor
campaign, which will begin
with the Grand Rapids Open on
March 31.

ter communication skills, hone
their
researching
abilities
and meet students from other
schools who share similar pas
sions. O'Neill said.
“It’s not an ‘answer the ques
tions at the end of the chapter'
competition.” he said.
Sponsors include GVSU’s
history department, the Histor
ical Society of Michigan, the
Michigan Council for History
Education, Meijer and Alticor.
The event will be from 9
a m. to 2:30 p.m. in the Kirkhof Center on GVSU’s Allen
dale Campus.
For
more
information,
visit http://www.hsmichigan.
org/mhd or contact O’Neill at
oneills&gvsu.edu.
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Strange, but true
MISSOULA. Mont (AP) Hauled to the pokey heir and need
to punt bail? Put it on plastx
The Miv<oula County Deteniion
Center imends to accept credit-card
payments for bail, as part of an effort
to get people out of the building
sooner and control jail crowding.
For that reason, officials also want
to expand telephone service for hail
seekers, making it easier to call far
help
Acceptance of credit cards is set
to begin Monday
The credit card machine is now
installed at the jail, so if you get
arrested and want to bail younelf
out. you can put it on your credit
card." said Margaret Brag, a former
chief public defender here
The Missoula County Sheriffs
Department says that before long,
people in custody also likely will
have the option of calling cell-phone
numbers. The jail telephone system
now available to them allows only
collect calls. Consequently, only
calls to conventional phones may be
placed.
Officials also have raised the
amount for which inmates can
wTite checks to cover bail. Checks
fur defendants in city coun will be
accepted in sums up to $2%. In
Justice Court cases, the new limit is
S2JOOO.

LAKE DELTON. Wls (AP)
— Good-quality snow makes some
people want to make a snowman
or go sledding. For one 33-year-old
man. the tine powder seemed like
a reasonable excuse to run naked
through it
The man was cited for disorderly
conduct Sunday after a neighbor
at the Woodland Park Apartment
complex reported him cavorting
nude. He was “running back and
forth jumping up and down wearing
no clothes." the police report quoted
the witness as saying.
The neighbor was with her two
children and a triend's child. Rilke
located the man in the apartment
complex.
He told authorities he didn't
realize the woman and children were
watching
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The hardest
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can help.
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Tin alloy
Runway
figure
Karaoke
Finished
Meltedcheese
recipe
Wire
measure
Celebrated
lavishly
Deity
Solved a
cryptogram
'David
Copperfield"
character
Sediment
“Hammerin'
HankRead
Shade
source
Physical
Rubdowns
Hairpieces
Publicity
Remain

50 Lair
51 Recognized

11 Entrance
13 Follow relent
lessly
DOWN
19 Supple
1 Toast topper
mented.
2 “Hail,
with "out"
Caesar!"
20 Oft-tattooed
3 Insult (SI)
word
4 Time for an
21 "Metamor
egg roll?
phoses” poet
5 Swine
22 Strike out
6 Weeding tool 23 Partners
7 Brilliant
25 Cashed in,
8 Network that
as a coupon
gets wiped
26 Composer
out during
Stravinsky
sweeps
27 Corrida critter
week?
29 Adversaries
9 Oodles
31 Rather or
Rowan
10 Anger

33 Hardly agile
34 Lustrous
weave
36 In addition
37 Church
furniture
38 Way out
39 Style of
Indian music
40 Game lover 's
channel
43 Do some
downsizing
44 Pistol
45 Before
46 Wield a
needle
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GET N
AHEAD

ACCELERATE YOUR
SUCCESS AS A GUEST OF
OAKLAND UNIVERSITY

If you’re spending your summer in the metro Detroit area, keep moving
toward your graduation as a guest student at Oakland University, where we
offer many courses that can directly transfer to your home institution. Choose
from more than 1,000 diverse classes in two convenient seven-week sessions.

Spring session May 7 * June 23

Registration March 19 • May 6

Summer session July 2 - August 22

Registration March 19 July 1
•

Accelerate your academic success. OU offers 115 undergraduate and more than
90 graduate and certificate programs in:
• Arts and Sciences

• Business Administration

• Education and Human Services

• Engineering and Computer Science

• Health Sciences

• Nursing

Learn mora at www.oakland.adu/futurastudants
The free Michigan Uniform Guest application is available online via PDF at

www.oakland.adu/guastapply/ug

MARKETPLACE

Grand VaNey Lanthom
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CLASSIFIED RATES
BCA01INI5: Noon Thuivdj> lor Monday. Noon Monday lor Thursday

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Facing like a good movie?
Cmemark In Rivertown Cross
ing* Mall and the Woodland
Mall area have movies playing
everyday! Check out www.cinemark.com tor movies times.

OPPORTUNITIES

EMPLOYMENT

PERSONALS

base-appt. Flexible around
classes, no experience needed.
Customer sales/service. Call
241-6303 or apply at workforstudents.com

Part-Time

ROOMMATES
SERVICES

Don't let the cost of books
weigh you down. Let Brian’s
Books save you money on your
new and used textbooks. Ask
an upperclassman, Brian's is
the better bookstore. Located
across from the water tower on
Allendale campus and on Fulton
Street near downtown Grand
Raprds campus.
Lights out when not in use help
to save energy in simple ways.
Thanks for your help Facility
Services.
•-------------------------------------------FREE
CLAS8IFIEDS
FOR
QVSU STUDENTS. FACULTY.
AND STAFF. TWO INSER
TIONS PER ORDER, 25
WORDS OR LESS, SUBJECT
TO QVL APPROVAL. MUST
ORDER THROUGH GVSU
E-MAIL VIA LANTHORN.COM
WEBSITE. CLICK ON
“CLASSIFIEDS’’ UNDER
“FEATURES" AND FOLLOW
DIRECTIONS. IF YOU HAVE
QUESTIONS CALL 331-2450.

Grand Woods Lounge intro
duces Cabin Fever Thursdays!
Drink specials and great times
with friends. Drinks, grub,
grooves.
Visit
www.woodslounge.com or call
616-451 -4300 for directions.

CHECK. OUT THE

Need dorm, fraternity, or soror
ity T-shirts made AND delivered
to you? Quality, inexpensive
screen printing and shirt design
is available at www.jgunndesigns.com or by emailing me
at gunninkOgmail.com!
The hotel closest to campus is
only 1 block NW of GVSU. We
have 60 spacious guestrooms
and suites which include
high-speed internet. Free conti
nental breakfast and there's an
indoor pool. Please call to re
serve a room at 616-892-8000

WANTED

Work.

$14.26

Bartenders wanted. Up to
$250/Day. No Experience nec
essary. Training provided. Age
18+ Okay. Call 1-800-965-6520.
ext. 226.
,
The Grand Valley Lanthorn is
looking for illustrators for spe
cial projects and political car
toons. $25 to $100 per project.
Bring samples of work to 100
Commons. Call for an appoint
ment. 331-2464

FOR SALE
Poker tables. Pedestal base,
solid oak. 54" converts to din
ing-room table. $450. (269)
795-7978.

HOUSING

HOUSING

HOUSING

Looking for a place to live next
fall? Campus View Apartments
and Townhomes offers you the
closest off-campus housing for
a great price. Now leasing for
2007-2006 Stop by the leasing
office or call 616-895-6678

Apartment Finders I We help you
find better studios, apartments,
and townhomes at lower prices,
starting $419/month. $125
Apartment Rebate Available.
300 Apartments & Retails on
line, 800-520-2463. www.gopromo.com

House for Rent: Located In
Coopersville, 3 bedroom, 1
bath. 2 stall garage attached. 10
minutes
from
campus.
$1.200/month. Please call Tara
Westhouse O 292-1966

Campus West Apartments and
Town Homes now leasing for
2007/2008. Great location and
price for students. Apartments
begin at $290.00 per month per
person and Town Homes at
$325.00. Washers and dryers
are in each town house unit.
Stop by our leasing office or call
616.895.5904. Bus stops out
front.
Country Place Apartments and
Hillcrest Townhomes offer a
great location and even better
price for students. Now offering
free internet and cable for
2007-2008. Stop by the leasing
office or call 616-895-6060. It’s
only a bus ride awayl

6 Large bedroom home for
rent. Huge 36 hundred sq. ft. 6
bedroom 2 full 1 half bath home
with attached 2 stall garage and
carport. 8 min. west of Allendale
campus. All appliances included
with full laundry. 2 1/2 acre
wooded backyard with full vol
leyball court. Also includes
highspeed internet with cable
tv. 390 per room. Please call
Dan at (616)453-0923.

For rent off campus housing.
Large 6 bedroom, large 4 bed
room. and small one bedroom
houses. Less than five minutes
from Allendale campus. For
more information please call
895-6873 or 690-3031.

Ottawa Creek Apartments are
now leasing for the 2007-2008
school year Monthly rent as
low as $187.50! Visit www.ottawacreek.com or call 453-9190
for details.

INTERNSHIPS
LOST & FOUND
MISCELLANEOUS

BIRTHDAYS
CONGRATULATIONS

cottonwood

EMPLOYMENT

Forest

Working on Mackinac Island
this Season • Make life long
friends. The Island House hotel
and Ryba's Fudge Shops are
looking for seasonal help in all
areas: Front Desk, Bell Staff.
Wait Staff. Sales Clerks, and
Starbucks Baristas. Housing
available, bonus, and dis
counted meals. Call Ryan at
1(800) 626-6304. www.theislandhouse.com

FREE RENT
for the first month!

Condominium
For Sale or Lease

Earn $800-$3200 a month to
drive brand new cars with ads
placed on them, www.adcarkey.com

ON THE WEB!
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Even!

Location

Intercuttural Coffee Talk
Celebrate me... I'm....
History of African American Hair
Them: Images of Oppression
Film: Babel
What Is Culture?
Act on Racism
African Student Council:
Indigenous dances from
Weit African Cultures
Ethnic Foods • Utilize dining cards,
debit dollars or cash to purchase meals.
Voices of GVSU
Invisible Children Presentation
Culture and Politics Roundtable
Salsa Dance Lessons
NPHC: Black Greek-Lefter |
Organizations Part 1: A History
for Non-Members
The Kite Runner Book Discussion
Film: Babel w/ discussion
Religion Roundtable
Ballroom Dancing lessons
Pacific Island Dancers
NPHC: Black Greek-Letter
Organizations Part II: A session
for potential members
Live Balkan Fusion Music
performed by Eastern Blok
Safe Harbour Training
Demystifying Kwaanza
Kite Making Workshop
Judaism:
Cultural and Religions Aspects
Where is your classroom?
Study Abroad Info
Live Musk: Morimo Green Ball
Capoeira Mandlnga
Posada Art Show with speaker
Jose Narezo A Marlachi Band
Rim: Babel
Drag Show
Minority Athlete Success Stories
RSO A Department Diversity Displays
RSO A 09par^nyni Diversity Displays

KC 204

Pew Campus
CDC Conference Room
1121 PAC
104 KC
CDC Auditorium

Grand River Room
All Campus Dining
Locutions A GRR
Grand River Room
Cook Dewitt Center
Thornapple
Commons Atrium

KC 142
Thornapple
KC Big Theater
KC 204
PH B30
Grand River Room

KC 142
KC Lounge
Cook Dewitt Center
KC 204
Grand River Room
Thornapple
Cook Dewitt Center
KC Lounge
Cook Dewitt Center
Holland Campus
KC Big Theater
Cook Dewitt Center
Fleldhouse (Rec Ctr)
Henry Halt Atrium
Klrkhof Center Lobby
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10235-95 42nd Avenue

616895 6678

Grand Valley Lanthorn

www.CampusViewHousing.com

Bold New Innovative Design
Featuring Heat

•••

Upstairs AND

New for 2007
FREE DSL and Basic Cable
Rec Center, including:
Full-Court Basketball
Aerobic Studio
Exercise Machines

Community Center
WiFi
Coffee Bar
Plasma TV
Pool Tables

Least expensive housing options for GVSU students.

Townhomes going fast!
New Townhomes
Coming 2007

Get < )he of the last tnre< * 4 bedn x >m,
4.5 hath style jbcfoio lhc'\ rr all qone!

